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AB3WTRACr

Concurrent engineerng involves the integration of people, systems and information into a responsiv,
efficient system. Integration of computerixed systems allow addiutkma benefits automatic
knowledg capture during development. and lifetime management of a product, and automatic
ecwhange of that knowledge among different computer system&. Critical enablers ame product data
standards and enterprise integration ftamewofks. A pioneering assault on the complex technical
challenges is associated with the emerging international Standard for the Exchange of Product Model
Data (ST1P) Surpassing in scope previown standards efforts, the geal is a complete, unambiguous.
computer-readable definition of the physica and functional chrce~isof a product throughout
its life cycle. U.S. government agencies, industrial Grmsw and standards organizations are cooperating
in a program, Product Data Exchange using STEP (PDES), to develop and implement MTP in a
shared-database environment. PDES wigl lead to higher, integrasted levels of autiomation based upon
information standards and frameworb UAS Manufacturers will benefit from concurrent engineering
without sacrificing the historical strengths and tradfitioms of individuality. initiatime and intellctual
property rights. Concurret engineering, through infration technology and standards, represents
the power of a new industrial revolution. The role of the NIST Natioal PDES Testbed, technical
leadership and a testing-based foundation for the development of M7EP, as described.
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. INTRODUCTION

Product data standards will revolutionie US. manufacuring and enable U.& industry to build on
its traditional strengths and regain its competitive edge for the twmnty-firt century. Standards will
enable concurrent engineering to be utilized in the diverse dynamic and heterogeneou multi-
enterprise environment that traditionally has chara-t-e-izd US. industry.

Concurrent engineering provides the power to innovate, design and produce when all possible
impacts and outcomes can be consdered almost immediately. It is the use, in all phases of a
manufacturing activity, of all the available information about that activity. It represents the
commonality of knowledge applied to a production goaL

Concurrent engineering can stimulate and maintain the divene and individualistic nature of the
entrepreneurial environment by expanding access to knowledge. It forces a global optimization
among all of the product life cycle processes within a design and production system.

However, in an automated environment, concurrent engineering is impossible without standards.
That *t the full automation and integration of industrial processes is impossible unless standardized
hardware and software, especially standardized knowledge and knowledge models, exist to allow
intercommunication among all types of computerized systems. The significance and potential impact
of this assertion are the subjects of this document.
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In principle, concurrent engineering does not have to be an automated process; it could be people
inuteracting directly with other people. In practice, in today's manufacturing environment, the
increased compiexity of products and process and the we of computerized systems precludes sole

reliance on people-to-people concurrent engineering. The approach to concurrent engineering has

to be through the automatic sharing of knwledge by computerixed systems. It can be thought of
as automated concurrent engineerig, or computer-aided concurrent engineering

In the U_., the introduction of concurrent engineering to an enterprie, or to a group of connected
enterprses, through peopie-to-peopl interactions requires usually unacceptable cultural changes.
Because it emphasizes teamwork rather than competition, people-to-people concurent engineering
may be in conflict with a companys culture or management style. Or it may interfere with
established relationships among the departments within a company or among the companies within
a group of companies.

However, inutducing cocurrent eng erin& tWoug integrated computer systems does not require
cultural changes. Even while the integrated computer systems are sharing information, people in the
manufacturing environment have the choice of how they respond to the information presented to
them automatically by their computers. They do have to alter the way they work because they are
utilizing greater amounts of information; however, they do not have to alter the way they interact
personally with other people. Ii this manner, concurrent engineerin does not require cultural
changes. People and omnpanies can interact and can perform their activities either iivdually or
collectively, whatever style suits them. The entreprenepial spirit does not have to be stifled by
business-imposed intractions. The key a that the computer systems used by the people and
companies interact effectively, and automatically.

Concurment engineering achieved through the integration of computer systems can create a
cooperative environment within a company, as well as among companies. In fact, "multi-enterprise
concurrent engineering" can result in bringing together independently innovative companies without
any loss of independence. This will provide the mechanism for the U.4 to develop its own, unique,
U.S. culture-based approach for achieving world-claus manufacturing.

If the approach to concurrent engineering is through automation, concurrent engineering requires
the application of information technology to create the means for automated systems to
communicate and interoperate. For example, within a manufacturing enterprise, computer-aided
design systems must be able to share information with analysis systems, manufacturing systems, and
distribution systems. Eventually, concurrent engineering can be applied to all business systems, not
only manufacturing systems.

Interconnected automated business systems will provide managers, engineers, accountants, marketing
specialists, distributors, and everyone involved in a business enterprise with all the information they
need to carry out their functions. This includes information they need to make decisions as well as
information about how their decisions affect the decisions and activities of everyone else in the
business. Plans and actions will be made simultaneously, without the delays experienced in
traditional paper communications and face-to-face meetings as projects progress step-by-step in
linear fashion.

Even suppliers, partners, and customers can be linked through an information network. In this way,
multi-enterprise concurrent engineering can create vertically or horizontally integrated manufacturing
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entities de facto. Although the suppliers would not be controlled by the system integator, for
example, as they might be in a vertically integrated entity, supplia companies and srytm assembly
companies might cooperate to their mutual advantage through the sharing of product data and
decision-related information.

In our increasingly global economy, digital infatuation techookg has emerged as a critical
determinant of international competitiveness. From computers to telecommunications to military
systems to consumer electronics, the futur of a natio's econoc and wordwide influence will
depend on its whence in digital information techookl. Just as the industrial revolution changed
the world order, the information revolution will too. Just as steel, ships, and computers affected the
balance of economic and military power, information technology will too. Concurrent engineering
is one of the applications of information technoog that will provide unique economic opportunities.

The result of multi-enterprise concurrent engineering is more than just the optimization of a design
and production system-it is a broader optimization of an industrial system. The technical dallenges
are numerous and difficut. Equally challenging s the attainment of international consensus on the
methods for achieing the required networking of diverse "y of business systems. International
consensus on the means for integrating automated systems-the standards-is essentiaL No single
company, in fact no sngle country, has enough resources to develop suitable methods applicable to
all businesses in all countries. Even if it were to happen that oam company developed an integration
method, the likelihood of acceptance by cvew else is negligible. Clearly, the best approach is
through consensus-based international standards.

Yet sometimes standards are viewed as constrainers of innovation and inhibitors of new technologi
Fortunately, standards for enterprise integration are interface standards or open system standards"
Interface standards relate to interoperability, including data csmhange and intercommunication,
among different hardware and software elements. Interface standards encourage independent
development of interoperable products because they specify both the chracteristic of critical
interfaces and the way in which the information trnferred across the interfaces is represented
digitally.

Such standards are welcomed by manufacturers because they lower barriers to market entry and they
enlarge the market. From the customer's view, open system standards lead to more intense
competition, a larger number of vendor from which to choow, a greater variety of off-the-sbelf
solutions that are both less likely to become obsolete and more likely to be easily integrated into
existing systems, modular systems that can be configured for improved performance in a specific
application, and, as a result, lower prices. Manufacturers do not want to venture down proprietary
paths with the risk that they may one day find themselves at a dead end. Everybody wins.

Concurrent engineerinr. based upon product data standards and enterprise integration framework
standards, truly represents a new form of concurrent engineering that can be called 'multi-enterprise
concurrent engineering." Multi-enterprise concurrent engineering extends the principles of
concurrent engineering to our U.S. environment. It can be defined as the systematic approach,
across industrial enterpris, to the integrated concurrent design of products and their related
processes (such as manufacturing and support) through the sharing of product data.

Achieving the benefits of concurrent engineeing (Section II) requires an understanding of the unique
role of the design process in the life crle of a product (Section IM). However, concurrent
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eagneering encompasses mome than the individual processes in the life cycle of a product. It also
includes social practices and customs among people and their that are involved in those
life cycle processes. Fortunately, it can be shown that concurrent engineering practices implemented
using integrated automated systems will not interfere with traditional social interactions but will
greatly enhance the strengths of the U.. style of commerce (Section IV). The essential ingredients
for this to happen are the technologies and standards that will allow the sharing of information
among all computerized busn.s systems. An upecedented effort by a variety of organizatom to
develop the required technologies and to implement internationally the required produit data
standards is underway. STEP, the Standard for the Excange of Product Model Data, is the focis
of that effrt (Section V).

IL CONCURRENT ENGINEERING IS TEAMWORK-IN.
EFFECT

Concurrent engineering is a process that involves the integration of information. In principle, in a
concurrent engineering approach, all the availabe infirmation about a product is accessible at every
stage in its design, manufacture, support, and recovery or disposal, as illustrated in Figure 1.

A concurrent engineering approach could be implemented by assembling a team of (human) experts,
each of whom is a specialist responsible for one or more stages of the product's life cycle. The team
would meate and support the product over its life. Acess to information would be acoomlished
either by request for the information by the expert who recognizes the need for it or by contribution
of the information by the expert who recognizes its usefulness at the time. The human team is the
mechanism for integrating the product information. Examples of product information used by
experts in different phases of a product's life cycle are shown in Figure 2.

The human team approach worka, but is limited by cultural and organizational practices and by the
amount and complexity of the information. An alternative approach that has none of these
limitations is automation of the creation-to-disposal process for a product. In this approach,
computerized systems access the information and either automatically utilize it or offer it to the
appropriate human specialist at the proper time. Therefmo, the mechanism for integrating the
product information is the totality of intconnectd information-sharing automated systems. This
is illustrated in Figure 3. No human team need meet or interact face-to-fae. The specialists could
be separated both physically and organizationally.

Of course, human specialists must still play a role. They create designs, make value judgements, and
make decisions from information provided by the automated systems.

Nevertheless, concurrent engineering truly represents teamwork, even in its automated embodiment,
when an actual team of human experts has not been created. Using a concurrent engineering
approach made possible by integrated automated systems, product experts operate as they would in
a traditional environment. This is because they (or their computers) utilize information from and
provide information to each other as needed.
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A. The Meaning of Concurreat Eongneeing

Concurrent engineering is an old concept It has sometimes been called concurrent design,
simultaneous engineering, and system engineering. Even prior to these labels, in earlier times when
individual craftspeople created individual objects, they took into account such factors as the
properties of the materials, the manufacturability of the parts, and the function and utility of the
object. The integration of the product information occurred within the mind of each individual
craftsperson. The end result was a complete product, ready for use by the customet.

When factors such as technology led to more complex products as well as specialization and
compartmentslization among experts and workers, the integration of all relevant information was no
longer spontaneous. Increasingly, the tendency was that the information was made available
sequenial/y. the designer designed, then the manufacturer manufactured, and so forth.

In contrast, concurrent engineering is an inherently paral/el process. The integration of the
information required for all phases of the life of a product represses serialism and promotes
parallelism. A formal definition of concurrent engineering emphasizes this idea [1):

"Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated,
concurrent design of products and their related processes, including
manufacture and support This approach is intended to cause the
developers, from the outset, to consider all elements of the product
life cycle from conception through disposal, including quality, cost,
schedule, and user requirements."

It is apparent that in today's U.S. manufacturing euvirciment barriers must be overcome to realize
concurrent engineering. Therefore, in practice concurrent engineering may mean:

"* Overcoming resistance to teamwork; that is, getting designers,
manufacturing engineers, and support personnel to work together,

"* Overcoming competitiveness between individual&
"* Retraining the educationally specialized in newer technologies,
"• Modifying management styles and organizational cultures, and
"* Developing new types of computer-based tools.

These are input- or investment-oriented issues. Looking instead at what concurrent engineering
means in terms of outputs or benefits, concurrent engineering may mean:

"• Lower costs,
"* Shorter time-to-market, and
"* Greater quality.

These results will affect the survival of a company or the success of an industry in worid markets.

While any and all of these issues are real (and are explored later in Section IV), the single most
important issue regarding concurrent engineering is that standards for all types of enterprise
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information-especially product data studards-are essential because coniwrwr u is
bnpauibl wihow sga,,dwn.

Even if a multidisciplinary team of engineram were assembled to produce a product as well u the
procedures necessary to maintain it in wse, it is impossible such a team could operate caicrwly
without the ability of the automated system to communiate and share information about all pla&M
of the product's existence. In today's manufacturing nvironment. conrrent cnganeeng mcnx
integrated information systems-and that means product data ustndards are nedced.

L Tra Need lfr Caoimst E*$Wowft

Competitive success depends on shortening the time between coception and introduction of new
technologies and products into the marketplace- To meet the need to mnime uaimc.to-markct.
computer-aided tools are used to movw the product from concept through design, prototype.
manufacture, test. and introduction into the marketpUce (from concep to consumption)

Even as pressure is applied to decrease product d elopawnt time., the diversity o( acuvitxz and
expertise required to bring a product to fruitioe arc wmasing dramaucally. Thu is because in
addition to meeting functional needs, the product must meet energy, enwootentaL health and
safety, and other requirements. These non-traditocal requiments ame becomng more dcwandtig
on manufacturers as the sophistication of our culture advances and as our knowledge of the impacts
of human activities on the global environment expands.

Because of the need to minimize the time from conception of a product to its d4elve to a cutomer,
and because of the amount and variety of inormation needed by manufacturers. comnpute ar
essential in manufacturing, They ame used to deg products. plan for ther manufacture, control
the equipment that produces them, control the equipment that tests them, manage their distribution.
and help support their operation, repair and maintenae. Furthermor because most
manufacturers of complex products, for example. vehicles and computers themselves, manufacture
only a fraction of the parts in these products, there arn needs relating to activities such as inventory
cont-,1l scheduling, and ordering, as well as the coordination of all the manufacturing octities of
the supplier companies. But the need& can be only partially met. and the advantages of using
computers only partially achieved, unless the computers can intemperate-that ws, share information-
so that they can perform their ta•ks in parallel. In this manner c.imputem and integration naturally
point to--even demaud-concurrent engineering.

C. The Benefs of Cmnwut EAq l"

Concurrent engineering can shortcn the time required before a product is marketed. It can improve
productivity, profitability and competitiveness. It can lower costs, reduce waste, improve quality, and
improve efficiency in all phases of the life of a product [II. It can allow suppliers and vendors to
coordinate their operations It can enable manufacturers to cooperate in consortia in precompetitive
projects. h coordinated operations increase the resources, lower the cost and reduce the risk for
each individual participant. This may allow the partikpants as a group to be more innovative and
risk-taking to produce more competitive products. In today's aggressively competitive world market.
concurrent engineering may mean the difference between failure and success of an industry.
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The economic benefit of success (that is, at least survival) compared to failure is obvious. But there
are other benefits related to overcoming the barriers:

TeambudbM Concurrent engineering integrates, throsgh the sharing of in'ormation all the
people involved in a manufacturing activity. They become a team through their automated
systems. The interactions can be optimized, even though they may not include face-to-face
interacons, and the individual team members can perform to the limits of their capabilities
without changing their personal or interpersonal styles.

Workmn' Cv Grow, New forms of workplace orpnization in modem manufacturing
facilities gives workers more responsibility [2. Increasingly, they must use judgement and
make decisioas. Concurrent engineering will accelerate this trend, and it will support workers
with the information they need.

Managemm The concurrent engineering environment will give managers the ability to
oversee all activities throughout their enterprise-without any additional bureaucracy.
Managers will be able to have the information they need, u it is created, to anticipate, plan,
and act quickly.

Compwdum and Choic It takes yan for companies in an industry to recognize all of the
different specialty niches for systems and to develop viable products. For example, although
the basic interface specifications for personal computers were established in the early 1980&s,
new types of hardware and software products are still being defined today. In the same way.
the integrated concurrent engineering environment will provide opportunities for new
products that cannot be predicted now. The enabling vehicles are smndards. In addition,
snmce no one manufacturer offers computers that will des4ig manufacture and support a
product, interface standards are essentiaL

Additional thoughts on the benefits of concurrent engineering as both a method and an environment
are discussed in Section IV. In the next section, an important reason why concurrent engineering
can provide considerable benefits is discussed. The reason a that concurrent engineering affects
design decisions. Concurrent engineering, based upon integrated automated systems, allows
specialized engineers from all phases of a product's life cycle to participate in design decisions, and
this has a major impact on the cost of the product [3].

MI. DESIGN IS THE CRITICALARENA FOR CONCURRENTENGINEERING

If manufacturing is the use of energy to convert materials and components into saleable products.
then design is the use of knowledge to convert information and requirements into functionality.
Design includes both design of a product as well as design of the manufacturing systems and
processes to produce the product. Design decisions affect all aspects of the life of a product,
including production cost and other characteristics of the product's manufacture, marketing,
maintenance, repair, and disposal A *good* product design addresses the concerns of each of these
characteristics as well as the quality, cost, and functionality of the product to the user. Examples of
the kinds of information needed by a designer are listed in Fgure 4. World-class products, products
that are competitive in timeliness, performance, cost, and quality, result from good design.
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The term 'concurrent design" refem to the "coordinated design of products and processs so that
effective and efficient manufacturing will be possible [4). Concurrent design is therefore consistent
with intuitive concepts of 'good' design. (Although good engineering design has been more formally
described as a process that ensures 'products are designed and manufactured with 'designed in'
instead of 'tested in' reliability and maintainability' [(S.) The point is that concurrent design is the
only design approach that works in a concurrent engineering approach.

A. Th Uulqoiemn at Desip Ia the LAk Cyde of a PNdvat

Possibly because it includes the initial stages of the development of a product, and certainly because
it determines the nature of the future attributes of a product, the process of design exerts the most
control over a product's life cycle. For xample, about 60% of a product's cost is fixed very early
in the process of design; overall, the design process may fix as much as almost 90% of the total cost
of a product [6]. Ibis means that production and production management decisions affect only
about 20% to 30% of the total costs. This as shown in Figure 5. Despite its importance, the design
process is often inefficient, detached from the production process, undocumented in terms of the
rationale for design decisions, and productionfacility dependent.

A fundamental problem with developing effective design environments and representing design intent
has been a lack of a conceptual model of the design process. Without a model for the various faccts
of the design process, computer-based design tools will remain customized and relatively isolated,
interacting only at low levels. In this situation, unique solutions and individualized integration
schemes substitute for an appropriate architecture for the use of concurrent engineering in design.

The design process can be divided into conceptual design, detailed design, and manufacturing
system/process design. Early in the conceptual design phase, just when there is the most flexibility,
most of the total costs of the product are committed.

1. Conceptual Design

The conceptual design phase is when the concept for the product, including sub-assemblies and
components, is developed. The general shape of the product is known, but detailed geometric
information is not yet available. The output from conceptual design activities contains assumptions,
constraints, conditions, and other information related to a product that must be used by downstream
operations to produce and support the product.

Important decisions are made during conceptual design that affect the nature of a product, such as
complexity and maintainability. The computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools required to involve
design in the overall concurrent engineering approach should be integrated and interfaced and
should be capable of representing functional information about the product. The designer needs
such information early in the design process, and in a form that is readily accessible to the design
tools being ued.

Computer-aided engineering tools allow the designer to model the qualitative and functional
performance of the product. CAE tools include tools for simulation of operations, structural and
mechanical analysis such as finite element and boundary element analysis, fluid flow and thermal
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analysis, solid and surface modeling and a variety of other specialized evaluations of the potential
product. Such analyses to determine performance characterists arc etecuted usually on an
idealized geometry. Unfortunately, most of today's CAE tools have their own proprietary data
structures and interfaces. The data are not available to other computer programs and are interfaced
only to the human user.

In addition to lacking the ability to ezhante information, most of today's CAE tools also lack the
ability to represent non-geometric functional information about the product. It is important to know,
for example, whether a product must be non-conductive or corrosion resistant and whether it will
be used in conjunction with or interact with some other device. To allow for automated or
computer-sensible concurrent engineering, CAE tools must be able to capture function information
and to represent physical objects better than is possible today.

2. Detailed Design

During the detailed design phase the product is specified completely and unambiguously. The
geometry and topology, the dimensions and tolerances, and any features needed as a result of the
analyses performed during the conceptual design phase are specified in detail.

In addition to specifying the product in detail, assurance must be developed that all features of the
product design are consistent with priorities and consideration for downstream life cycle stages. For
example, it must be determined that tolerances arm neither too loose to meet functionality needs nor
too restrictive for manufacturability and low cost. Tolerance decisions reflect the capability of
available manufacturing equipment; either the designer modifies the design to accommodate
equipment-dictated tolerances or designs-in tighter tolerances that necessitate specialized equipment.
To create a design having predictable product Functionality, manufacturability and cost, the designer
must know the effects of alternative design decisions.

The designer also needs information about the importance of the product attributes as they relate
to the processes the product will encounter in its life to make knowledgeable design decisions.
Questions such as, 'Is performance more important than maintainability?," 'Is case of assembly more
important than durabili," and -How do these characteritic relate to cost?* must be considered
and must have anmwers if detailed design is to be completed successfully.

In a concurrent engineering environment, the design tools have access to information about
downstream life cycle considerations, including costs. Furthermore, the tools are able to measure
and express in a quantifiable manner the results of analyses of the impact of detailed design
decisions on downstream stages of the life cycle. Obviously, the CAE tools must be interfaced to
other automated systems if they are to accomplish such tasks.

3. Manufacturing System and Manufacturing Process Design

TIh design of the manufacturing systems and proeses that will be used to produce the product
involves detailed knowledge of a differt type than may have been needed earlier in the design
process. Information such as the number of devices to be produced, the batch size, the process
capabilities, the availability of materials, and other information about manufacturing operations and
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equipment was needed earlier, but typically only to avoid a design that violated certain pr-actical
limitations on its production. At this point, this kind of information is needed to determine the
actual sequence of manufacture and the facilities and production equipment required.

The CAE tools used at this point are also different than those used earlier in the design process, but
they share the same need for integration and interfacuing. Software for process planning, modeling
of the actual manufacturing processes, programming and controlling the production machines,
fixturing the machine&, and other production operations must have access to product design
information.

It is easy to see how tolerance information would be important because it relates to the production
processes and their capabilities for precision. What is less easy to understand is how design intent
information is critical for concurrent engineering. This is considered in the next section.

& 1URe pmteotatetm of Design latmt

Solid modeling systems improved the design process when they replaced "wireframe" drawings. Solid
modeling systems can be used to represent an object being designed accurately and unambiguously.
Recently, solid modeling systems have been used to generate finite element meshes and to generate
tool paths for machining. How-ver, solid models still do not help in all stages of the product life
cycle. They only help to provide more complete geometric information. The goal for concurrent
engineering is product models that include not only dimensions and tolerances, as well as other
feature information, but also information about the decision-making process that led to a product
design.

To maxdmize the benefits of concurrent engineering. the various product life cycle systems must be
able to determine how, for emample, the shape or dimensions were derived and why the part must
be non-conductive. Unless such design-intent information is available, it is difficult to minimize the
risk of making modifications and improvements to products and manufacturing and repair processes.

New software tools and models are needed to measure such properties as design "goodness;
manufacturability;, product and process performance; product and process costs, impacts of changes
from one alternative design to another; and manufacturing configuration. The following are some
examples of needed design tools and models [11, [7):

&ces models for various manufactuing pucess such as metal cim* formubig becion
molding and casting The models can be used to alter product geometry or process
parameters through various engineering. geometric, statistical, and scientific analyses. The
models can provide a measurement (such as tolerances, material integrity, strength, and
surface finish) for projecting process performance (such as speeds, temperatures, and

Assembly and cost models to provide the die with cost pWkdon esmates and design
options for m&v easily assembled product. Geometric models of position and path for
product handling are also useful.
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Manufacnug srjuem models to meazwe die capacity of •r-mt The integration of capacity
and capability models in manufacturing allows the desiger to simulate and analyze the
manufacturing processes, the process technologies, and the design of statistical quality control
methods.

Factoay enpiaeerg modelb to pow* the data mqurW to conjW' new factom& These tools
can be used to show bow a decision to improve one process in the factory might result in
simultaneous changes in the data maintained in several associated applications. Some
changes which might occur automatically include revions to plant layout drawings, utility
requirements, simulation models, cost/payback projections, and procurement specification
documents for the proposed system.

Future systems will be 'intelligent machines" that receive product descriptions and automatically
interpret them and perform the appropriate machine operations to achieve the desired product
geometry, tolerances, and material specificatios. The kys are the integration of the design
database into the manufacturing facility and the integration of methods for translating design
descriptions into manufacturing process and control programs.

The process of design, as well as manufacturing generally, will be improved by the development of
standard ways for representing design intent. Software tools will need to include a better
understanding of the design process. The goal must be the inclusion of product data models that
incorporate design intent information. Only with a standard representation for such information can
the output of design systems be used by the variety of other automated systems responsible for a
product during its life.

It should be clear that design is a process that involves a series of activities. During the design
process, a large problem is decomposed into a series of smaller problems, partial solutions are
proposed, and, through feedback and the resolution of constraints or tradeoffs partial solutions are
refined until an overall solution s reached.

Present computerized aids merely help speed up the design process by performing quickly the
computations needed for the partial solutions. To schiev a concurrent engineering environment,
a framework based upon a model of the design process and appropriate interface and product data
standards is required for the integration of computer-based tools. One approach is to view the
concurrent engineering environment as a 'large-state machine' within which changes in the state of
the system can occur in predetermined ways [8].

IV. CULTURE AND CONCURRENT ENGINEERING CAN BE COMPATIBLE

Our current information-based society [9M seems to be characterized by the computerization of
everything. Early in this period, some people feared that computerization was equal to
dehumanization. However, it is now clear that it is the way computers and digital systems are
implemented that can either limit or extend human interaction and control or that can either
diminish our rights or endow us with additional freedoms.
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Computers seem to be the most visible sign that as the world is changing, cultural and traditional
values are coming into conflict with technology. Yet there is evidence that computers can be used
to preserve or even restore traditional approaches-at least at the human-machine interface. In a
fundamental sense, the term "user friendly' implies a recognition of and deference to human ways
of doing things. The concept of "artificial intelligence" connotes an imitation of the human mind's
ability to process information. These are examples of computers helping to extend our behavior and
abilities.

The relevant question is: *Does concurrent engineerng represent an attack on human cultural
values-such as creativity, individualism, and pride--or does concurrent engineering allow us to extend
our abilities and do more of what we did before, in the way we do it best?*

The answer is that concurrent engineering is in harmony with us as humans and with our culture.
Furthermore, concurrent engineering may be the only way to pr our style of doing business
in the U.S.

A. TM Rd*Uomkip Betwa Comeirent F, tAss d MCOmpetwWS

The U.S. loss of competitiveness, shrinking markets, and trade deficits are symptoms that something
new is going on in the rest of the world. There can be little doubt that today the U.S. is losing world
market share and technological leadership in most of the technologies important to maintaining our
standard of living 1101. According to a recent government report on electronics, a major growth area
in the U.S. economy in terms of employment, output, eports, and innovation and also vital to
national defense and security, U.S. leadership as under serious challenge and may soon be eclipsed
[fll.

Another government report begins a summary in chapter one with the declaration: 'American
manufacturing has never been in more trouble than it is now [114 According to this report,
manufacturing is weak because its technology is weak And unless this weakness is cured, the US.
will not be able to enjoy riing living standards and the continued creation of jobs at the same rate
as in the past. This includes not only jobs created in the manufacturing sector, but also indirectly
in the service sector. Manufacturing technology is identified as the key to national competitive
succes.

There can be little doubt that in today's economic climate, and for the foreseeable future, industries
must compete in world markets. Among industrialized nations, international competition is
increasing. Yet, as evidenced by the trade deficit, many U.S. industries are not competing
successfully.

A number of factors are cited that contribute to the current difficulties of US. manufacturers in
global markets. The factors often include federal budget deficits, low personal savings rates, the high
cost of capital, the low "patience of capital,' the weak dollar, short-term profit goals of corporate
managers, short-term profit goals of investors, lack of a trained workforce, lack of access to foreign
markets, "dumping' by foreign companies, product liability and litigation, inadequate foreign
protection of intellectual property rights, federal regulatory restrictions, poor management-labor
relations, foreign manufacturer-supplier relationships, antitrust laws,... Seldom, if ever, do the
reasons given for U.S. poor competitiveness include either technology or standards issues. This may
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be because the role of technology and its relationship to economic factors may not be well
undestoodL Technology is sometimes viewed as only the creation of new products rather than the
improvement or revolutionary changing of exsting manufacturing pracutes. As mentioned in the
introduction, standards are sometimes viewed as inhibiting change rather than enabling or facilitating
innovation and competition.

TechnolV can make a difference when it provides the meas to build a new national economic
strength or to build on an existing strength. In these ways technology can provide the means to
overcome non-technical barriers and to produce a new bans for competitiveness. Completely new
techologies can even change the significance of the non-technical barriers, making some of them
inconsequential. Concurrent engineering based on integrated automated systems may be able to do
both.

Actually, concurrent engineering has already been shown to be able to contribute to competitiveness.
A Harvard Business School study showed concurrnt engineering to be responsible for a 30%
decrease in the time-to-market for a new car in the Japanese automotive industry [12], 1131. Even
in the U.S., in a study of six defense contractors, concurrent engineering has already been shown to
reduce costs 30% to 60%, to reduce development time 35% to 60%, to reduce defects by 30% to
80%, and to reduce scrap and rework by 58% to 75% [1]. However, concurrent engineering, along
with integrated computerized systems and appropriate standards, can make even more significant
improvements.

W. Raktdsohp d• to aeuCmumt Eqlmsq PracmaW
and AManaes Among Buiwanm

Manufacturers are linked in a chain, sometimes called a "food chain,* to their materials and parts
suppliers and to their customers. It would seem that close links and stable rclationships would be
advantageous.

In 1988, a deteriorating trade balance between the US. and Japan reached a deficit of $6 billion.
In 1989, for the first time, the U.S. was a net importer of computers. In 1990, also for the first time,
the computer systems industry had a zero trade balance. One important reason for these trends may
be cultural The perception is that while U.S. industry is considered to have better design skills, it
does not have the business partnerships and long-term strategies for commercial success. The
Japanese, who lead in rapid and integrated 'design for manufacturability" and in flexible
manufacturing, have strong and stable business partnerships as well as long-term strategies.

It has been argued that the advantages of Japanese companies in world markets are due primarily
to their diversified, vertically integrated structure and their long-term partnerships in financial-
industrial groups called 'keiretsu" [141. Typically, a major bank is one member of a keiretsu. This
is important because today the size of the investment necessary to develop a new technology is
prohibtive to most companies. The ability of a company to develop a technology and quickly bring
to market a product that utilizes that technology is an obvious advantage. This can happen when
a partner company with strong consumer product development skills and effective marketing
networks develops the product even as the technology is being developed. In a sense, this is multi-
enterprise concurrent engineering.
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Yet given the evidence, U.S. industry has been slow to form cooperative relationships. Although
more companies are forming consortia, especially for joint research and development in
precorpetitive technologies, and more companies are cultivating closer relationships with their
suppliers, there is still resistance to business allaams in U.S. industry. This is true even though the
interpretation of anti-trust regulations is gradually weakening and federal funds are becoming
available for consortia in generic and precompetitive technologies.

The individualistic entrepreneurial spirit helped bring us to where we are today. But unless
something changes, that same characteristic will prevent the U.S. from reversing its decline in
competitiveness. This is because in a world *where R&D and commercialization costs can exceed
$1 billion for a single technokl, small companies working independently cannot compete. [The
fragmentation of U.S. industry into small companies]j...spreads R&D funds thinly, slows technology
diffusion, and diffuses manufacturing and marketing power' [151. Yet U.S. technology companies
do not make the strategic partnerships that Japanese companies do and, if the current trade, market
share, and direct investment (Japanese companies buying high technology U.S. companies) statistics
continue, small innovative U.S. technology companies may not be able to survive.

The behavior of US. companies reflects their cultural environment. 'Rugged individualism" is a
desirable characteristic. Strengths include creativity, innovation, and individualism, even-perhaps
especially-in commerce. Competition has been a primary motivator and strength of our system; but
it does not coexist well with the notion of e p eurs working together. The "not invented here"
syndrome and the stereotypicAl throw it over the wall' style among departments within companies
is symptomatic of cultural values. In addition, the tendency toward an adversarial relationship can
divide management and labor.

How can all this be reconciled with the need to cooperate to form large, internationally competitive
business structures? How can it possibly support concurrent engineering?

The answer is that the creation of an automated interconnected computer environment can free
people and companies to operate however they please. If information can be shared automatically
and the computer systems people use to do their work can interact and the mechanisms are in place
to create a concurrent engineering environment, then individuals can perform their activities in their
own way. Instead of being constrained by having to interact and cooperate with others, people can,
if they choose, be independent and work alone. Their data will be integrated. In this way, the full
automation of the industrial environment will provide the needed teamwork. The entrepreneurial
spirit does not have to be stifled by businesimposed interactions. Independent innovators can
continue to be independent-at least in the way they operate personally.

Consequently, concurrent engineering and all it represents is not necessarily antagonistic to our
culture. In fact, the creation of a concurrent engineering environment through information
technology can free people and businesses to do what they do best. In the U.S., concurrent
engineering can provide the cooperation that allows us to continue to be independent entrepreneurs.
Concurrent engineering can meld a large number of small, highly specialized, vibrant and dynamic
technology companies into a position of global competitiveness. It can provide the benefits to
industry of vertical and horizontal integration without undesirable restrictions. It may provide a
uniquely US.-style cooperative business structure.
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V. PRODUCT DATA STANDARDS ARE THE KEY TO CONCURRENT
ENGINEERING

The critical ingredient for the use of concurrent engineering in manufacturing is the integration of
product and process data. This integration gives the designer, along with everyone else in the
commercialization chain, information about the entire life cycle of a product, as well as information
about how their decisions affect all other aspects of the product. In addition, the integration and
automation of product and process data provides for meeting the needs of the specialists involved
with a product's commercialization by allowing each of them to obtain a particular *view* of the
product that is suitable for their specialty and function.

Within a single enterprise, the issue may be more one of technology than standards. Sometimes a
company can choose to use systems from one vendor for all applications, or it can develop the
interfaces, translators and other software needed to integrate its systems. But whenever more than
one company cooperates or shares information, interoperability of systems becomes the uppermost
issue, and that means standards. (Standards do not guarantee interoperability, but they bring it
closer to reality.)

The integration of product and process data is not possible unless there is a mechanism that allows
the sharing of information among different manufacturing systems. The mechanism must be a
standard digital representation for product and process data. That is why product data standards
are the key to multi-enterprise concurrent engineering and why, in today's business environment,
concurmt engineering is impossible without standards.

A. "1t Path Fmmn Automation to Concumat Engineering

Automation in manufacturing has led to impressive economic benefits from improvements in
capacity, productivity and product quality. Yet, the benefits that remain unrealized are even greater.
They are the benefits that will accrue from the integration of information among automated systems.
The benefits include:

Reduced time from concept to commercia/ization. The efficient sharing of product data among
automated systems will eliminate the need to produce hard copy drawings and models.
Design details can be tested electronically against physical and engineering constraints using
analysis systems and against economic constraints using cost prediction and manufacturing
process simulation systems. Design changes can be made rapidly even after initial production
has begun.

Reduced costs. Increased productivity will be obtained by the increased efficiency of the
design process (discussed in Section 111) and by reduced "time to market." Studies have
shown that concurrent engineering results in a reduction in the number of design changes
and in the amount of material wasted due to defects and rework [1].

Inased repondwen to customer needs. By improving the fletibility of the bond between
design and production, manufacturers can more quickly introduce new products or change
existing products. This capability is essential in today's global markets. The demands by
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customers for both products and services that are characterized by differentiation,
customization, and localization, result in a competitive environment where the rewards go
to the speediest and quickest to adapt.

Increased cooperaton among suppli and vendor The ability to communicate and exchange
information among suppliers automatically spreads the benefits of integration from within
a single enterprise to a network of enterprises. For example, a single design change in one
component can cause an unpredictable delay as its effects cascade through all enterprises
whose components and processes are required by the product. Today, even the need to
evaluate the impact of a design change on the product causes delays as different enterprises
communicate and respond. However, integration would not only allow manufacturers to
coordinate activities and product changes among all thei suppliers to avoid delays, but, even
more importantly, it also would allow manufacturers and suppliers to take any required
actions automatically and sinmutanousy.

The integration of information means the merging of machines and information into a system that
is responsive and efficient-a system that can support concurrent engineering

1. A Higher Level of Automation

Typically, many different computer-aided tools require access to computeria-4 product data. The
product data represents all the information about the product, including the product's function, its
design, the reasons for its design features, and the manufacturing processes that are used to make
it. Ideally, the data also describes how the product is to be used or operated, bow it is to be
maintained and repaired, and how it is to be properly deactivated or disposed of.

The computer-aided tools and computerized information systems that use product data are
essentially very large computer programs. They were developed over many years by many people.
Because they were developed independently, they tend to use unique representations for storing
data. Unfortunately, each system is only able to use data that ha. been stored in the particular
representation that it accepts.

The problem of integrating these systems is the same problem of communicating among people who
speak different languages. Each time product information is transferred from one system to the next
it must be translated or reformatted. Obviously, having to perform this extra step to share
information is inefficient and costly. The costs multiply when many systems are involved. The
number of different translators required for a number of different systems to communicate is the
sc-sare of the number of systems.

The primary reason usually cited for using information systems technology is to reduce costs.
Ironically, the incompatibility among existing information systems has the opposite effect: it
increases costs. A solution must be found that enablr the sharing of product data among different
manufacturing information systems. The key to the solution is a standard for product data
representation and exchange.

Achieving the goal of concurrent engineering and the economic benefits it represents, is hindered
not only by existing incompatibilities but also by the complex nature of the data that must be shared
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among systems. The manufacturing data that must be shared is more than just an accumulation of
unrelated bits of numerical information. Design data provides a good example; it contains physical
and functional information as well as information about the significance of the design decisions that
led to the final design. Product data includes not only the design data itself, but also data about its
supporting infrastructure and its interfaces with other equipment.

Therefore, the standardization of product data implies more than merely the standardization of
product data file formats. For concurrent engineering, information models for product data are
needed. The path from automation to concurrent engineering is through standardized product data
modeL.

Key to the goal of concurrent engineering is the ability of manufacturing information systems to
capture automatically the knowledge that is generated during the product life cycle. The knowledge
can then be used by the designer and others involved in managing the product. For example,
knowledge about how a product would be processed or what new materials would be required to
meet the functional specifications is made available to the designer as the design is being developed
to ensure the best quality product reaches the downstream life cycle managers. In this way the most
appropriate and cost-effective materials and processes can be used.

In a sense, two attributes of integration can elevate automation to a higher level:

1. The ability to capture automatically the knowledge gained during designing,
producing, commercializing, and managing a product throughout its lifetime, and

2. The ability to exchange automatically that product knowledge among different
computer systems.

An integrated level of automation can be thought of as a facilitating or an enabling technology for
concurrent engineering.

2. Technical Issues in Shared Databases

Automated systems store product information digitally in a database. The mechanism for sharing
the information is a multi-user or "shared" database. In a shared database environment, the product
information can be accessed by one or more applications, even at the same time.

Of course, there are many technical issues that must be resolved for such a shared database
environment to be implemented. As was already described in Section LIM an interface is needed
between present computer-aided design representations of a product and other computer-aided
systems, such as computer-aided engineering analysis and process planning systems. Production costs
and capabilities must be integrated into the database for effective design decisions.

Intelligent processes must have access to geometry data in much the same manner that users query
business systems. In addition, it is critical to have a mechanism that allows new knowledge to be
added to the database as the intelligent processing operations are being performed.
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The technical challenge is the dcv ment of the ormuitton techinoloy an the Mocated
standards that will define the enviromen for the repmauattuoc o( product knowicdg Thu wW
allow the implementation of a shared-databac environment for concurrent engneng.

B. TW PDFES/Sl ERAlt

PDES, which stands for "Product Data Exaha us ing STEP," ref to the U.S. &cuvus to support
of the development of an internatioal standard for product data sharing informally called STEP,
the Slandard for the E &dhan of Product Modd Data." PDES will help establish a standard digtal
representation for product data. The specifications already devloed by the PDES effort have bcen
submitted to the International Orpanization for Standardization (ISO) as a baow for the evolving
international standard STEP. As the PDES and STEP efforts sham common goal, they arc
sometimes referrmd to jointly as 'PDESSTEP," or simply just as 'STEP.

It is important to recogniaz that ST is more than - -'odard for the representation of product
data. The dewkypmew of STEP is a pimsv* eror that idn a de d w t* wid dra * p~w of
the imfcmadiom admdolo necazwy !or Jue mWiws~i Aedhaa .m..: n Once this
standard and its enviroament arm tn place, all types of enterprise information can be more easily
shared.

1. A New Approach To Standards

To achieve the goals of the PDESISM effort, a new approach to the standards-making proeas is
required. This approach facilitates cooperativ development of the requirements, the information
technology, and the specification samutancusly-before the etence of commercial systems that
can use the capabilities of the standard.

The technology does not yet exist to define a product and its asociated properties and characteratic
completely. Even if this could be done now, the technology does aot exist to communicate this
information e cy and to interpret it directly by the wide variety of automated systems
associated with the product's life qcye. Therefore, only a proces for creating standards at the same
time the technoky is being created will succeed for STEP.

The creation of specifications for the standard representation of product data involves many complex
irues. It requires a number of different information and manufacturing system technologies and the
experience of many dif•erent kinds of technical experts. Institutional support for voluntary national
and international standards organizations is provided by businesses and industrial consortia and
government agencies.

There is a great need for consensus. Industry users and software vendors must cooperate closely
throughout the precompetitive technology development and the standardization processes.

In addition, it is essential that the standardization process includes rigorous testing to determine that
the standards meet the needs of the user communities. Testing as discussed in Section C, The
Technical Challenge of STEP.
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2. U.S. Government Needs and PDES6STIP

• 19i88 an ad hoc U.S. government interagency task group was formed to focus on information
sharing among interested federal agencies. The obctiv of the group were to: *prepare and
consolidate government requirements for input into PDES development activities, and provide
recoummendations as to technical and other actions such as needed policy changes, regulatory changes
or contractual vehicles/tkoo (eg. data item descriptions, contract clauses, etc.) which the government
should put in place to foster the development of the PDES specification' [16]. Some of the concerns
about the current product data environment expressed in the task group report are:

"* It is hard-copy oriented.
"* It is massively heterogeneous in terms of vendors and system age.
"* Product knowledge is not well captured.
"• Product cycles (from R&D to productio) are very long and the handoff from one phase

to the next phase often loses information.
"* Technical data packages are often in error and incomplete.
"* Incorporation of changes and technology upgrades is slow.
"* New efforts often just automate xisting methods.
"* Transfer of information to and from contractors is slow.
"* Funding for "non-product' development such as PDES is limited and sometimes non-

existent.
"* Acquisition of improved technology (e.g., new computers and CAD/CAMICAE) is difficult,

time consuming (average 3 to 5 years), and done in the face of ever-shortening
tcnlg half lives.

"* Industry concern wuh proprietary data rights is at odds with government desires.
"* Them is a reluctance for legal reasons to provide CAD/CAM data rather than part

drawings.
"* Data is replicated many places for different purposes (e.g., non-common/non-integrated

databases).

PDES is a major component of the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) Computer-aided Acquisition
and Logistic Support (CALS) program [17]. CALS is tackling a related, but larger scale set of issues:

"* Developing and testing standards for digital technical information;
"* Sponsoring the development and demonstration of new technology for the integration of

technical data and processes;
"* Implementing CALS standards in weapon system contracts and encouraging industry

modernization and integration;
"* Implementing CALS in Department of Defense information system modernization

programs.

The emphasis of CALS is the sharing of information by industry and government. The philosophy
is that this can only be accomplished through integrated databases that can be accessed by a variety
of heterogeneous computer sytems, as illustrated in Figure 6. According to CALS, STEP represents
the methodology to help accomplish the goaL

Late in 1990, the Department of Commerce and the Department of Defense signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) to "accelerate the development and deployment of technology that will
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result in higher quality, shorter time to production. and lower costs for both weapons systems and
commercial products." Cited as essential to this goal are the development of new technology and
standards such as STEP. The MOU outlines a partnership program of development, testing. and
implementation of standards for product data exchange. The Department of Energy and NASA are
expected to enter into similar MOUs with the Department of Commerce in this arena.

3. Institutional Aspects of STEP Development

There are a number of organizations working at both the national and international levels to develop
an exchange specification for product data. They include the following organizations:

"* IGES/PDES Organization
"* ISO TC184/SC4
"* ANSI US Technical Advisory Group
"* PDES, Inc.
" NIST National PDES Teatbed

(The role of the National Institute of Standards and Technology [NISTI and the NIST National
PDES Testbed are discused in the following sectiom the other organizations are discussed below.)

IGESlPDMS ( 1w 1 The concept of PDES grew out of the Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification (IGES) effort. At the time, the acronym PDES was Product Data Exchange

IGES was first published in 1980 and was updated in 1983, 1986, 1988, and 1990 118j. Its goal is to
allow CAD data to be exchanged between systems built by different manufacturers. When IGES
data is passed between design systems, considerable human interpretation and manipulation of data
may be required. Since IGES was designed primarily as a mechanism for file exchanges between
CAD systems, it is not able to support shared databases between dissimilar product life cycle
applications.

IGES developers recognized.that a more sophisticated standard would be required to support the
integration of different types of product life cycle applications. Therefore, the PDESISTEP effort
focused on developing a complete model of product information that is sufficiently rich to support
advanced applications, and to support concurrent engineering.

The U.S. voluntary organization that is conducting technical activities in support of the development
of PDESIT is the IGES/PDES Organization (IPO) [19]. The IPO is chaired by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and administered by the National Computer Graphics
Association. In 1985 a formal study, called the "PDES Initiation Effort," was conducted. It
established a framework and the methodologies for subsequent PDES/SIEP activities.
Approximately 200 technical representatives from the United States and other countries meet four
times each year to address PDES/STEP-related technical issues.

INO T184/SC4. In 1983 a unanimous agreement was reached within the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) on the need to create a single international standard which enables the
capture of information to represent a computerized product model in a neutral form without loss
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of completces and integrity, throughout the If cycle of a product [20]. In December of the same
year, ISO initiated Technical Committee 184 (TC184) on Industrial Automation Systems.
Subcommittee 4 (SC4) was formed at that time to work in the area of representation and exchange
of digital product data.

Currently, twenty-five countries are involved in the work of 3C4. Sixteen of these countries are
participating members and nine are recognized as observem The U.S. is a participating member.
The SC4 Chair and the Secretariat are currently held by NIST.

Technical support for SC4 comes predominantly from its working groups (W0Gs Alternate quarterly
mecting•s of TC184ISC4/WG level are held concrrently with the IGES/PDES Organization quartely
meetings. Many of the same technical participants from the U.S and other countries are active in
both o tion

In December 1988, the draft PDES Specificaton, developed through the voluntary activities of the
IGES/PDES Organization, was submitted to SC4 a a draft proposal for the international standard
STEP.

ANSI US Thk,•d Admlawy Gmap. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the
recognized U.S. representative to ISO and provides the basi for U.S. participation in the
international standards activities relating to PDES [21]. To ensure that the positions on standards
that are presented to ISO are representative of U. interests, a mechanism has been established for
the development and coordination of such positions. ANSI depends on the body which develops
national standards in a particula technology area to determine the U.S. position in related
international standardization activities. Such bodies are designated by ANSI as 'US Technical
Advisory Goup for specific ISO activitim.

As a participating member in ISO TC184/SC4, the ANSI US Technical Advisory Group (US TAG)
selects the US. delegtes to SC4 and advises the deleates on how they should vote on isues
presented to SC4. The US TAG usually meets at each IPO quarterly meeting.

The current US TAG to TC184/SC4 was formed in 1984. Its membership is comprised primarily of
technical cxpert from the IGES/PDES Orgaptization This tpe of representation ceures that the
technical changes that US.. engineers and computer scientists believe are necessary are reported to
ISO for consideration. ANSI has selected NIST to be the secretariat.

PD•Sa iz. In April 198, several major US. technology companies incorporated as PDES, Inc. with
the specific goal of accelerating the development and implementation of PDES. The South Carolina
Research Authority (SCRA) was awarded the host contract to provide management support. The
technical participants provided by the PDES, Inc. member companies and SCRA's subcontractors
are under the direction of the PDE$, In General Manager from SCRA. At present, there are
twenty-four companies that are member, including two foreign companies. Member company's
combined annual sales total over $400 billion; they employ over three million people.

PDES, In= has emb,-k ed on a multi-phased plan for the acceleration of STEP development.
Initially the emphasis was on testing and evaluating a data rcwhange implementation of mechanical
parts and rigid ssemblies. Current efforts focus on the identification of software implementation
requirements, construction of prototypes, and development of'context-driven integrated models" for
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small mechanical parts. Recently, PDES, Inc. restructured and broadened the program scope to
include such areas as electronics sheet metal and structures. PDES, Ine. is providing increased
leaderhip in the effort to accelerate the implementation of STEP [22J. NIST is a government
associate and provides a testbed facility and technical team members to support the PDES, Inc.
effort.

4. Nature of STEP

The many different organizations and individuals that are involved in the development of STEP share
a common interest:

77wesuablidhmen of a compke~w, ambuf ow o~sdeflmiio of the prical and
ji~nctiona ch .ct .tc of a pnrodu Ahrugf sou it's *t cqd

As a standard method for digital product definition, STEP will support communications among
heterogeneous computer environments. STEP will make it ease to integrate systems that perform
various product life cycle functios, such as design, manufacturing and logistics support. Automatic
paperless updates of product documentation will also be possible. The principal technique for
integrating these systems and exchanging data will be the shared database.

In the context of STEP, a product may range from a simple mechanical part, such as a bolt or a
screw, to a complex set of systems, such as an aircraft, a ship, or an automobile. Ultimately, STEP
should be able to represent the information which is needed to describe all types of products,
including mechanical e rical, structural, etc.

STEP addresses many questions about a product: What does it look like? (geometric features); How
is it constructed? (materials and assembly); For what function is it intended? (structural and
functional properties); How can we tell a good product from a bad one? (tolerances and quality
constraints); What are its components? (bill of materials).

The STEP specification is being produced as a series of documents called 'parts" [20]. Currently
identified parts of the specification' are:

"* Inoductooy:
Part 1. Overview

"* Description Methods:
Part 11. The EXPRESS Language

"* lmplementati. Fom,:
Part 21. Clear Text Encoding of the Exchange Structure

"• Conformance Testbng Megtodoloq and Frmewo*
Part 31. General Concepts

'This list of STEP part titles is current as of February 1991.
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Part 32. Requirements on the Testing Laboratory

• lnmyvmd &Murm.
Part 41. Fundamcntals of Product Description and Support
Part 42. Geometric and Topological Representation
Part 43. Representation Specialization
Part 44. Product Structure Configuration
Part 45. Materials
Part 46, Presentation
Part 47. Shape Tolerances
Part 48. Form Features
Part 49. Product Life Cycle Support

"e Appcaton Resources:
Part 101. Draughting
Part 102. Ship Structures
Part 104. Finite Element Analysis
Part 105. Kinematics

"* Applicadmo Protocols:-
Part 201. Explicit Draughting
Part 202. Associative Draughting
Part 203. Configuration Controlled Design
Part 204 Mechanical Design Using Boundary Representation
Part 205. Mechanical Design Using Surface Representation

The number and titles of the parts are likely to change often as new needs are identified existing
parts may be revised or additional parts may be added to the standard.

There are likely to be many additional application protocol This is because application protocols
are central both to progress in improving and completing STEP and in commercializing it.
Application protocols are discussed in the next section.

STEP is defined amd represented officially in the EXPRESS programming language [23]. EXPRESS
was designed to represent information models in a form procesaible by computers. The STEP
EXPRESS model, called a conceptual schema,* defines and identifies the "objects" or"entities," that
can be used by STEP applications. In the first implementation form, STEP product models will be
ezchanged using a STEP "physical fMle [241. EXPRESS is still being modified and improved to meet
the needs of STEP. It will ultimately become an ISO standard (Part I1 of STEP).

IDEFIX is a modeling language that has been used to represent STEP graphically [25]. EXPRESS-
0 is a newer modeling langua extension to EXPRESS. Examples of EXPRESS-G and EXPRESS
representations of two simple STEP entities are shown in Figure 7. There are a variety of software
took available for prcsng EXPRESS [261.
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5. Commercialization of STFP

Representative from industry have key rols in each of the orgnizations working to develop STEP.
Industry must define the requirements for STEP and must assume the most critical role of
implementing commercially viable STEP-based systems. After these systems are implemented,
industry and government will have to coordinate their efforts to transition jointly from existing
information systems to those based upon STEP.

The ultimate objective of PDES/SIEP activities as the commercial availability of STEP-based
systems. Commercial system developers need:

"* Technical specfictio that are sound and easy to implement,
"* Commercially fair standards that do not favor competitors, and
"* A large potential market for their prcdwus.

To ensure that STEP is a success, it is necessary that the foundation be built while the specifications
are still under development The problems and issues that will eventually be faced by system
developers and users must be identified and addressed befire the specifictons become standards.

Vendors of systems that will use STEP need to fel confident that the standard is complete,
cousistent and stable before they will invest in development efforts. Vendonr must have easy acces
to the most current versions of STEP. Help should be freely available to asist thir understanding
of the standard and how to implement it. Finally, vendors need to know that there is a cearly
defined market for systems that employ STEP.

Vendors will use application protocols to build their products. For this reason, the strategy as to
implement STEP through application protocols, and to estend STEP through the development of
new application protocols that bring new entities into the standard as their need is identified.

Application protocols will be standards that define the contest, the ue, and the kind of product data
that must be in STEP for a specific manufacturing purpose in a product's lf cycil, such as design,
proce planing, and NC programming [27]. Application protoicos standardize the use of STEP to
support a particular m function reliably and onsistently.

An application protocol consists of [28]:

I. An application reference model that specifies the kind of data required to perform
a particular purpoe, in terms that are appropriate and familiar to experts in the
application area,

Z An application interpreted model that defines how the STEP data is to be used to
present the information specified in the application reference model,

3. Documentation that describes how the information is used and exchanged, and

4. A set of conformance requirements and test purpos. A corresponding abstract test
suite will be developed for each application protocol
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The commercialization of STEP is intimately tied into the development and conformance testing of
application protocols.

6. Harmonization Among Different Types of Product Standards

Harmonization, involves the integration, or conolidation, of standards that may be overlapping or
conflicting into an unambiguous set of standards that are conistent, compatible, and complemncrntary.
Harmonization reprents a broad and complex chalenge; it must deal with different types of both
existing and emerging standards in a variety of industries. Because PDES/STEP development
activities are addressing the underlying enabling technologies, PDES/STEP can contribute to
harmonization of all product standards.

However, even if there were no overlap or conflict among product data standards, harmonization
would still be necessary because complex products include a variety of types of components, and
therefore their manufactur requires mechanical, electrical, and other types of data.

Under the auspices of the Industrial Automation Planning Panel of ANSI, an organization called thk
Digital Representation of Product Data Standards Harmonization Organization was formed to
"facilitate the efficacious use of digital representation standards providing a forum for coordination,
planning, and guidance to standards developers and approvers [29]. The harmonization organization
has as a long-term objective an integrated set of standards that can support, in digital form, the
definition of products for all aspects of their Hfe cycks.

The Organization intends .initially to support efforts to integrate four standards sanctioned by ANSI
that address the representation and exchange of product definition for electronic products, and to
help harmonize them with STEP. These standards, used in electrical, electronic, and
elecrmechnica design and manufacturing, have considerable overlap and conflict and are not
consistent with STEP. They include

"* VHDLU 'Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware Description Language,'
an algbra-like description that is used to design complex logic for chips and
computers,

"* EDIF, "Electronic Design Interchange Format,* a file format for communicating two.
dimensional graphics and inter ction information that is often used to describe
the patterns that are used to fabricate semiconductor chips,

"* Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits (IPC) Series 350, used to
describe the patterns and mechanical process to manufacture printed circuit boards,
and

"* IGES, "Initial Graphics Exchange Specification," used to represent the three-dimensional
geometry of Obcts

Companies that produce electronic products often must use all four of these standards.
Unformately, since the standards do not work well together, the product information often must
be reentered into different computers as the product progresses through its life cycle stages.

The Organization must first define the means for an integrated network of digital product data
standards and the definition of a common modeling methodology for all product data standards. (In
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STEP, EXPRESS is the specification language and IDEFIX is one of several modeling tools) Once
a methodology is accepted, all product data standards models could be integrated into one model
There would also be a common glossary of terms and a dictionary of data entities.

Another aspect may be a structure or *taxonomy" that defines the interrlaionships among all
product technolkgi Such a taxonomy could become a "roadmap' for future standards activities
and extensiom to xstin standards.

C. The Tehala Chdum of S1

There arc four major technical challenges facing the developers of STEP-

"* The exchange of data is difrent from the exchange of information. Data must be
transmitted accurately and without any changes. In contrast, information, although composed
of data, must be understood and interpreted by the receiver. Furthermore, the receiver must
be able to apply tle iormation correctly in new situations. The first challenge is that STEP
is a standardfr ,umatiw not just data.

"* The need for STEP to be extendable to new products, processes, and technologies, requires
a more abstract representation of the information than in previous standards. Regardless
of their equipment or process, a use must be able to obtain the information necessary to do
something from the STEP represntation of a product. Therfore, the second challenge is
that we deweopment of STEP must incde th deveopmwnt of an "arch"ecOW or a fiwmewou
for the ueham of nifomato not just a moanr forfa for n oig infwn.aon

"* Te wide rang of industr and the diversity of product information covered in STEP a
beyond that of any prevow digital standard. The variety of attributes and parameters, such
as oicmetric shape, mechanical function, materials, assembly information, and date of
manufacture, is immense. Also, the industrial base, the number of industries involved, a
enormous; even greater is the number of technical disciplines that are involved. Moreover,
STEP must be fleible and extemdible so that new information and additional application
protocols can be added and can be upwardly compatible. Th1erfore, the third challenge is
that the cope and cornplexiy of 57_? is far beyond any pmvwou standaard effort.

"* Traditionally, standardization is a process that devises an approach encompassing a variety
of cisting vendors' options, builds on the best solution available, and avoids penalizing some
vendors more than othems. In the case of STEP, there is no existing implementation. Thus
the fourth challenge the technology to aq ort STEP must be developed at the same time the
standard is ewh*in.

The consensus approach to meeting the above challenges is to start with conceptual information
models [30]. STEP will consist of a set of clearly and formally defined conceptual models and a
physical exchange protocol based on these models The conceptual models will be combined into
a singe model with a standard interface to a shared database [31].

The following sections describe the approaches used by the community that is working to develop
and implement STEP successfully.
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1. Data Sharing

Clearly, it is not the physical hardware connections between computers that is the major issue in data
sharing; it is incompatible software. The root of the problem is proprietary data representations,
that is, vendor-specific data formats. More often than not, the vendors of computer applications
store the data which is required and produced by their systems in their own proprietary format.

For example, once the design of the product has been completed on a CAD system, it is stored in
a data file. Some of the information in that data file represents the shape and size of the product.
In an integrated information systems environment, the designer should be able to send that data file
over to the manufacturing planning system. The same data would then be used by the planning
system to determine manufacturing processes for the product, based in part on its specified shape
and size.

If the planning system can read the contents of the design data file, it can obtain the shape and size
information it needs. It might be said that these two applications are integrated. But, it is a fact
today that if two commercial products are integrated, it is likely that they were developed by and
purchased from the same vendor. Furthermore, it is also likely that they were intentionally designed
to work together from their inception. Often, it is the case today that applications offered by the
same company are not integrated.

STEP is intended to address the issue of product data sharing between different computer
applications running on different computer systems within the same or different organizations. STEP
will provide a standard, neutral format for product data created and shared by different applications.
Neutral means that the STEP data format will not favor one particular vendor.

IGES is an example of a neutral data exchange format [18]. IGES was originally intended to provide
a means for exchanging engineering drawing data between CAD systems. One problem that
occurred with IGES is an outgrowth of the way vendors implement the software that is required to
translate their data to and from the neutral IGES data file. Currently, a vendor's translator can
create IGES data files which contain data that makes sense in the context of their system. When
that same IGES data file is loaded into another vendor's system, an incomplete data translation can
occur because the second vendor's translator has made a different set of assumptions about the data
it is receiving.

STEP goes beyond IGES both in the breadth of its information content and in the sophistication of
its information system methodologies. In addition, STEP development is including the definition of
subsets of product data that are specifically required for particular usage contexts. These subsets
are called application protocols.

2. Application Protocols

STEP application protocols address the issues of completeness and unambiguity of data transfer by
specifying in advance what data should be transferred in a particular context--thereby alleviating the
need for vendors to make problematic assumptions. Application protocols are those parts of STEP
that are relevant to a particular data-sharing scenario [27].
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As explained in the previous section under "Commercialization of STEP," the development of
application protocols permits the incremental implementation of STEP. There will be many STEP
application protocols.

The concept of an application protocol allows vendors to build an application system that can
interface with STEP data in a standard manner. In a sense, an application protocol is a standardized
way of implementing a portion of STEP for a specific application. It is almost like a recipe for
building an application [321. The functional components are illustrated in Figure 8 and a flow
diagram of steps in the development of an application protocol are shown in Figure 9.

The development of an application protocol involves incorporating specific application requirements
into STEP, then testing the application protocol for completeness, correctness, compliance, and self-
consistency. It is an iterative process [32].

Among the technical issues being resolved are:

"* How application protocols will communicate with each other and share product data,
"* Whether application protocols will be independent of the way in which the product data

is used (for example, whether the data is shared or xcthanged),
"* Whether a commercial application must implement an endzre application protocol or if it

can utilize a subset of the application protocol, and
"* How, and whether, information not already contained in STEP but needed by a new

application protocol will be added to STEP.

The technical challenges involved in the development of application protocols are central to the use
of STEP. Their development and implementation will determine whether STEP "can actually
support complete, unambiguous exchange of product data across several application system
boundaries3 [32). Application protocol development will force solutions to many of the remaining
issues related to the usefulness and practicality of STEP itself.

3. Data Representations

At the core of the data sharing problem is data representation. STEP defines the information that
describes products within different computer applications and across different enterprises. The use
of computer software requires that the shared-data representations be specified. Data
representation schemes must identify the data elements involved, their format, their meaning, and
their relation to each other. Data representations are formally defined within STEP specifications.

For example, in the geometry portion of the STEP specification, a simple data element may be
called "poinL" The data representation for "point" might consist of three aspects: the point's X
coordinate, its Y coordinate, and its Z coordinate. To complete the data representation, the type
of numbers allowed for the point's X, Y, and Z coordinates must be explicitly stated. In this case
they would be "real" numbers, not integers or whole numbers. Having defined the data
representation for "point," other more complex data elements can also be defined that make use of
the "point" data element.
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Reprsentatiom for data elements can become quite complex, making them difficult to define and
understand. The most important criterion for the data representation used in STEP is that they
must be unambigpmus. Tbis prevents their being misinterpreted by applications, or being interpreted
differently by different applicatk us. Ambiguous data representations lead to problems like wires
being mistaken for conduits, or bolts being mistak= for machine screws.

The deyeopers of STEP employ information-modeling techniques to ensure that STEP will be
unambiguou. An information modeling language is actually used to define portions of the STEP
specification. Impiementations of STEP arc written in EXPRESS (231. EXPRESS has many
features of a computer programming language. Writing STEP in EXPRESS allows information
modeling qxerts to we specialized ommputer software to check the integrity, validity, and efficiency
of STEP. Besides facilitating the development of the standard itself these information modeling
techniques will also help to speed the development of future software applications based upon STEP.

STEP is organized into a framework composed of application information models, resource data
models, and generic data models [331. The generic data models, which integrate the resource data
models, arc the Generic Product Data Model and the Generic Enteprise Data Model [34]. The
Generic Product Data Model (GPDM) contains information common to all products and meets the
needs af application protocols by providing for the interpretation of jerenc facts in speciic contexs
[27]. The GPDM consists of the schemas: context, product definition, property definition, and shape
representation. Currently, the definitiom of the schemas, in EXPRESS, are:

pdmncontext schema
applicationprotocol
productncoated
productdefinitioayontWs

gpdm_productdeflnition schema
product
productcategoy
productversaon
product-definition
product definition..equivalence
product-definition-relationship

gpdm_propertydefinition schema
productmaterial
product shape
shape aspect
surface finish

gpdm shaperepreseniation-schema
shapemodel
shapemodeLcompasition
shape modeLrepresentation

The STEP data-sharing architecture must be able to access the data wherever and however it is
stored. The data will be in a form dictated by the STEP Generic Product Data Model. A STEP
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data access interface may be the method used to provide application systems with the STEP data
needed to perform an application [22].

4. Technical Evolution of STEP

A sound technical specification for STEP must address many issues pertaining to the architectures
of information systems and the management of product life cycle data. Many different technologies
have been brought together to establish a technical foundation for STEP. Computer-aided design
and solid modeling systems provided the initial framework for describing product data. The fields
of information modeling, relational and object-oriented database management systems have provided
software tools that have contributed to the development effort. Technical experts who are familiar
with the data requirements of design, process engineering, machine programming, and product
support systems have helped define the types of data that must be supported in a product data
exchange specification-

Because of the broad range of product types and application technologies which must be covered,
the transformation of STEP from an abstract concept to a commercial reality is an evolutionary
process. STEP application areas range from simple mechanical parts to complex electronics systems
to buildings and ships. STEP is undergoing four stages of evolution:

Stage 1: Estblishmen of the foundato for STEP. The creation of a specification for the
standard representation of product data involves many complex issues. It is virtually
impossible for one individual or even a small group of individuals to write this kind of
specification. The development of this specification requires both a strong technical and
institutional foundation. The technical foundation for STEP is based upon a number of
different information and manufactuing systems technologies and the experience of many
technical experts. The institutional foundation is provided by voluntary technical activities,
national and international standards organizations, businesses and industrial consortia, and
government agencies. Because of the great need for consensus, all of these institutions must
be in general agreement about the content of STEP, if it is going to be an effective standard.

Stag 2: Validaon and stwdion of cncal spec#ahions. Once an initial
specification has been created, it must be validated, that is, tested to determine that it mees
the needs of the user community. Validation testing takes into account how the specification
will be used. Technical experts define the requirements for the different kinds of software
applications that will use STEP and build information models based on the proposed STEP
standards, These information models are then tested to determine whether they will meet
the needs of state-of-the-art software applications. Test criteria, test procedures, and test
data are also developed as part of the validation process. Only after satisfactory test results
are achieved can the specification be considered workable and complete. The results and
recommendations generated by validation testing flow back to the standards organizations
for review and action.

Stage 3: Development of ods and protogpe appiicatko. The development of commercial
STEP-based software products can be accelerated by prototyping. The developers of these
prototype systems will learn a lot about using STEP technology that will help to accelerate
the development of commercial products. The software tools that are developed may also
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be used in future products. If this work is done in the public domain, many companies can
benefit from the results of this effort. Furthermore, early prototype applications can be used
to validate the suitability of proposed standards. They can also be used for integration
testing that is, testing to determine whether or not different types of applications can work
together. Prototype systems also may be extended to ezercise conformance testing systems.
In the absence of these prototype implementations, vendors and customers may make claims
of conformance through self-testin&

Stage 4. CommeraioAgiou of and fm*tion to STEP-based nwm Ultimately, STEP-based
systems must be developed and marketed commercially. It will take a number of years for
industry to recognize all of the different specialty inches for these systems and to develop
stable products. Certainly this phenomenon can be seen in the personal computer market.
Although the basic interface specifications for PCs were established in the early 1980s, new
types of hardware and software products are still being defined today. It will undoubtedly
take a number of years after products become available until they are put into widespread
use within industry and government. Considerable advanced planning and investment of
resources will be required to transform large government and industrial organizations into
new STEP-based systems. Translation planning is essential to implementation and
acceptance of STEP.

The first stage of STEP evolution is well underway, but the second stage has just barely started.
Stages 2 through 4 will also have to be repeated for the different product technologies that STEP
must cover, such as mechanical assemblies, sheet metal part% structural systems, and electronics
components.

5. Verification and Validation

Verification and validation are two ways in which commercialization of STEP-based products can
be expedited. Vfa' ion is the review of both the system requirements to ensure that the right
problem is being solved and the system design to see that it meets those requirements. Vakidation
is the test and evaluation of the integrated system to determine compliance with the functional,
performance and interface requirements that were verified. Validation and verification are necessary
during the development of STEP and its associated software tools, as well as for the development
of STEP-based products, that is, STEP implementations.

With respect to the development of STEP, validation requires testing to confirm that the
requirements for the product life cycle data have been mc One of the major goals of the validation
testing efforts is to test the suitability of the proposed STEP standard for product life cycle
information systems applications.

Validation testing is aimed at evaluating the completeness and the integrity of the STEP
specification. Without validation testing, many deficiencies in the specifications might not be
discovered until commercial applications are constructed. It is obvious that without this testing,
developers might have had to bear the burden of excessive redevelopment costs and delays while the
specification are *fibled."

Validation testing is discussed more thoroughly in Section E, The NIST National PDES Testbed.
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6 Application Systems

Application systems are the computer software systems that will use STEP. They are systems for
omputer-based manufacturing functons such as computer-aided design, analysis, manufacturing
planning, resource allocation and scheduling. manufacturing equipment progzamming. and quality
assurance. Many of these systems have common data requirements and they need to share data.
(A simple example of shared data is the name of the product and the identifiers of its component
parts.) The early development of prototype STEP application systems is the key way to accelerate
commercialization of STEP.

Some product data requirements may be unique to a specific type of application. For example, the
tolerances on a product's dimensions would be required by manufacturing planning systems, but this
same data would be irrelevant to scheduling systems. Yet both systems would refer to the same
names when identifying the product and its components.

Ensuring that STEP addresse the requirements for manufactrig applications is a significant
challenge. (This was discuised in the context of application protocols) Generally, there are no
formal, publicly available specifications of the infomation requirements for any of these systems.
Functional requirements and design specifications must be developed for systems that will use STEP.
These s tion should be defined concurrently with the evolving application protocols. They
will help to determine exactly how STEP will be used by future commercial systems.

Prototype application systems should be developed that can be used to test the viability of the
application protocols. Different types of prototype systems should be tested with each other to
ensure that STEP permits intOpel between various applicatiom. If the prototypes are
constructed in the public domain, they can later be used as foundations and building blocks for
commercial implementations.

7. Configuration Management

The process of developing an information processing standard involves the creation and management
of thousands of documents and computer programs. Knowing which documents and computer
programs are current and which are obsolete is critical to the development process. Configuration
management provides the fundamental opez. tional capability for tracking and maintaining versions
of documents and software.

Configuration is the logical grouping and/or collection of elements into a coherent unit. This unit
is typically a version of a software release or text document. If the configuration of an information
unit is to be controlled, access and changes to the information must be controlled. Often "master"
documents and approval mechanisms are established to ensure the quality and integrity of the
Mmation that is being managed.

The complexity of the configuration management problem is governed by the type of information
involved and how it is to be controlled. In the case of simple configuration control systems, for
example those that deal with software source code control, simple text files are usually just grouped
together into a named or numbered unit and distributed as a single item. This is a simple process
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and many software products currently perform just this function. The complexity of the problem
increases when the configuration involves more than just simple text files. Two examples of more
complicated configuration control problems are the management of computer programs which run
on different computer systems, and documents which include graphic images.

Clarly, the development of STEP is a complex configuration management problem. It involves a
number of different organizations that have different interst in the technical aspects and in the
status of the proposed standard. Each organization must be able to retrieve proper versions of the
developing standard. Software took are needed which can be used to merge electronic versions of
text and produce a single unified document from each organization's contributions. This assembly
process is one of the main functions of a good configuration management system. Reliable,
controlled, and up-to-date access to an individual organization's data plus the capability to pull
disparate pieces of information together is a major challenge.

The discussi of configuration management is continued in Section H., The NIST National PDES
Testbed.

& Conformance Testing

Before commercially developed systems are marketed, conformance testing procedures must be
established which act as quality assurance mechanisms to protect both system developers and users.
Conformance testing is the evaluation process or methodology that is used to assess whether
products adhere to standards or technical scfon. If independent conformance testing
mechanisms are not established, customers will have to accept vendor murances that their systems
comply with STEP. Unfortunately, many vendors may be incapable of determining whether or not
their products faithfully comply with the standard.

The development of conformance testing methods and the development of application protocols are
intertwined. Commercial systems based upon one or more application protocols will be the first
implementations of STEP. Conformance testing methods for STEP will only be based on evaluating
implementations of application proticols.

D. The Rob of NISM Aa Elmmwl PaSdlM

Research and hands-on experience are essential for NIST scientists and engineers to make informed
and impartial standards recommendations. Recognizing the importance of manufacturing interface
standards, NIST established the Automated Manufacturing Research Facility (AMRF) in 1980 to
investigate critical issues in faictoy automation standards. The first major goal of the AMRF
involved the construction of a flexMble manufacturing system, a testbed, for the small-batch
manufacturing environment.

The facility is used as a laboratory by government, industry, and academic researchers to develop,
test and evaluate potential interface standards. To ensure that the interface standards issue is
addressed, the testbed is designed to contain component modules from a variety of vendors [35].
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The AMRF represents a fresh approach to factory automation. The rAeric factory architecture
incorporates elements such as hierarchical facility control, distributed database management,
communcation network protocols, on-line process control (deterministic metrology. data-driven (and
feaure-driven) processes, and manufacturing data preparation (such as design, process planning, and
off-line equipment programming).

It is this experience in building a large-scale testbed facility, working with industry and universities,
studying standards issues, and implementing testbed solutions that brings NST to an important role
in the development and implementation of PDES/STEP.

1. Components of the NfSr Engineering Paradigm

Traditionally, engiering projects have been carried out by staring with specifications, developing
or adapting technology, and developing the required application. Today, the management of
information-especially information in electromnc form-has become a critical component of any
engieen endeavor. This i especially true in the work of the NIST Factory Automation Systems
Division, where much of the PDES/STEP work at NST is done. The paradigm can be used as a
model for underst and planning engineering procts

The paradigm consists of four componemts

"* System Specification,L
" Information Management Technology,
"* Engineering Technology, anid
"* Engineei Application.

The paradigm is shown diagrammatically in Figure 10. The system specification component takes
an industrial need such as "manufacturing wodd-dca product and develops the information and
functional models that address the needs The information managemnt technology component takes
the standards, in this case product and manufacturin data standards, and generates the information
frameWOk or architeftecture concepts required to implement an engineering application. The
engineering technolog component takes the functional requirements for the applications as
determined by the system specification and creates the engineering framework or architecture
concepts required to implement the engineering application. Finally, the engineering application
compooem is the integration of the two technology components into a prototype application
envimroment to test fully the proposed set of standards. The experience gained in the application
environment is used to strengthen the system specification component. The outputs are indicated
by the double-lined arrouw a set of standards from the system specification component and products
from the engineering application component,

The combination of the need for advances in concurrent engineering technologies and the need to
represent engineering data in a standard format--SEP-ts a perfect industrial problem to be
implemented using the engineering paradigm. This is illustrated in Figure I1 and by the following
discussion.
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2. System Specification

The function of the first paradigm component, system specification, is to take industrial needs and
develop the information and functional s tion required to solve them. These specifications
become the basis for the development of the infmation and engineering technologies required to
implement a solution to the industrial needs. Most of the activties performed in this component are
involved with the voluntary national and international standards programs.

Therefore, in the paradigm as applied to product data-driven engineering, system specification is the
development of the STEP standard as an ISO data exchange standard and the implementation of
application protocols that specify the engineering enviroment in which STEP is to be used. NIST
participates in both the formal standards organization and in the research and development of testing
procedures for STEP. A staff member serves as chair of the volunteer IGES/PDES Organization.
Staff also actively participate in the technical committees within the IGES/PDES Organization where
robust information models that define the scope and application of STEP are developed.

NIST scientit are involved in applying to STEP the Information Resource Dictionary System
(IRDS) standard being developed by ANSI [361. There is a project that addresses the application
of IRDS to STEP, including using an IRDS exendibility feature to support the storage and
management of the diverse conceptual and data models of STEP. In addition, work is going on to
extend the STEP information resource dicbonr schema to support a ful• three-schema architecture,
to interface STEP IRDS to software such as conceptual modeling tools and database management
systems, and to develop relationships to physial design for STEP.

NIST staff are involved also in identiffg the application of geometri modeling to the definition
of STEP and its application implementations. There are many technical issues, such as

"s Inunon between dffe modeingometry aem As an example, for NURBS
(Non Uniform Rational B-Spline) surfaces, what is the best transformation from a
5th-order curve to a series of 3rd-order curves. In general, how is geometric
information exchanged between constructive solid geometry, boundary, and wireframe
models.

"s Topolog and iu reklatio to geomen,.

" Geomevy and t ,oioA ad dier rdadon&* to applicaion areas such as numerical
control (N/C) codi, Vaphis diplay, colliwio detection etm

An overriding issue is the problem of deciding what type of geometric modeler is appropriate for
a given application. Research into how to categorice modeler parameters and measure expected
performance for applications such as inspection and NIC coding is also important.

NIST staff participate in the development of testing procedures for STEP as well as STEP-based
industrial products. They hav developed test plans that identify the approaches, methodology,
resourcm and tasks required to test and validate STEP. There are many common testing methods
that will be explored including, test data file, syntax analysis, semantic analysis, instance tables, and
ad hoc database queries.
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Testing of the specification and implementations are performed at the National PDES Testbed,
described in the next section. The testbed will become a model for a network of future testbeds that
will be established throughout the world. The Testbed will also serve as a model for the type of
software and hardware configuratios and personnel resources needed to test and implement STEP.

3. Information Management Technolov

The function of the information management technology component is to develop the proper
technology to process the information identified in the system specification. The important point to
be stressed is that the technology (file system or relational database, for example) must be
appropriate to meet the needs of the engineering technology. The following are typical tasks to be
performed:

"0 Detaminefrm the infamatimodn m elscfatn de Oe• of data repenran
requred, Areas of concern include the implementation of a data dictionary, the types
of schemas for representing the informational relationships, and the extent to which
knowledge (rather than just information) needs to be represented.

" Band on Mi enweng ein m •men, swh as Jkibi manufacuring srem or robot
con tm the mportant e of the infomadon managmaent
technolog needed The issues may include, for example, distributed vs. central
storage, homogeneous vs. heterogeneous computing, version control (or configuration
management), time constraints, database size, and security.

"* Design and bnplment an inforation managment owvnm capaW of handling the

In short, this component of the engineering paradigm is concerned with the conversion of STEP into
an information management system that can support the engineering requirements.

4. Engineering Technology

The function of the engineering technology component of the paradigm is to convert the functional
specifications into a collection of engineering concepts and a systems architecture that can address
the industrial problem. The following are typical tasks to be performed:

* Deftne a plan for dewloping the technolo. This includes decomposing the overall
problem into a series of tasks and specifications.

* Idt* the product data requrmena and measurment smns needed Define the
control architecture and process interfaces. Develop new engineering concepts to
address the problem.

* Des o vC01 jysz iniuAding the infamaton and fimcnow modelL Define the
data requirements and the means by which data is to be collected and analyzed.
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5. Engineering Application

The fourth component, engineering application, is the prototyping of the concepts and architecture
defined in the two components, information management technology and engineering technology.
The outputs of the engineering application component are feasibility demonstrations of how the
engineering and information management concepts result in a credible solution. The following are
typical tasks that are performed:

"* Based on the systms spec fi cation and the technology to be developed, sped)5 the
product mix to be used in the labomt"e.

" Deo the interfaces betwen the information management systems and the engineenng
processes Develop the interfaces between the various processes that compose the
engineering application.

"+ Build a labratory based on the axhitecau and concep defOn for the infomation
and engeen technologie Design and perform experiments that provide the proof-
of-concept for the technologies.

The engineering application paradigm component is realized as a laboratory in which the
architecture and concepts developed in the information management and engineering technologies
components are implemented. Facilities that represent processes that are part of the product life
cycle are built and experiments are conducted to teat the technology concepts.

At present, the AMRF can be viewed a the engineering application for the subset of the product
life cycle that addresses the design, manufacturing and inspection processes. The work in
manufacuring data preparation, process control, and factory control addresses the engineering
technologies for flexible manufacturing There are also efforts in data management and network
communications that address the information management technology issues.

The factory control system for the manufacturing and inspection of parts uses a STEP-like format.
The systems are all data driven. In fact, the vertical workstation is driven from an off-line
programming environment that starts from a set of machinable features for a part [37J. The
inspection workstation is driven from an off-line programming environment that generates a CAD
database of the part with respect to the necessary tolerance information [38]. The five-level control
architecture developed within the AMRF has become a model for the implementation of
manufacturing systems.

A common thread throughout the AMRF is the stadaadized method of handling data. This is
particularly true in the manufacturing data preparation rewarch which is aimed at a seamless
architecture based upon plug-compatible modules that streamline the preparation of data for
automated manufacturing systems.
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In the AMRF, incoming part descriptions are converted to AMRF Part Model Files using
commercial CAD systems and software developed for the AMRF [39]. The AMRF Part Model File
includes 3-D geometric and topological information, tolerances, and other data on the part in a
uniform format that can be used by other AMRF systems. Translators have been written to convert
this format to STEP.

Working from the STEP files, and other information in the database system, operators then prepare
"process plans" for the part. In the AMRF, these computerized plans include the cell's "routing slip,"
which is used to schedule the movement of materials and the assignment of workstations; the
workstation "operation sheets," which detail the necessary tools, materials, fixtures, and sequences
of events; and the machine tool's "instruction set," which guides the tool through the motions
required to shape the part. Research is being conducted into the development and testing of a single
set of standard data formats for process planning at every level of the factory control hierarchy, and
an editing system to generate, archive and update these plans. In effect, the AMRF provides a
laboratory for a STEP implementation. The AMRF approach to handling data is to allow the users
freedom to select computers and database software, yet still be able to build an "integrated" system.

Ideally, a factory control or planning system should be able to request the information it needs
without knowing which of several databases holds the information, or what format is used to store
the data. A distributed database management system called the Integrated Manufacturing Data
Administration System (IMDAS) is used in the AMRF to meet this need [40].

The AMRF data communications system allows computer processes such as control programs to run
on many different computers and to be developed using different languages and operating systems.
This system uses a method of transferring information through the use of computer "Mailboxes,"
which are areas of shared memory on various computers to which all machines have access through
the network communications system [41].

The Manufacturing Systems Integration Program uses the AMRF as a testbed to study data and
interface requirements for commercial manufacturing engineering software systems. The
concentration is on functions performed during the manufacturing of mechanical parts, such as
process planning, engineering design, tool management and off-line programming, shown
schematically in Figure 12. The goals include demonstrating feasibility and testing integration and
interface concepts for information standards to integrate manufacturing engineering and production
systems.

In essence, the AMRF is the laboratory where control and metrology concepts and architectures for
integrating information and technologies are implemented and tested.

Other laboratories in the Factory Automation Systems Division fulfill the paradigm expectations and
perform a function similar to the AMRF for specific application areas. They include the Engineering
Design Laboratory [42], which is used to evaluate software took for integrating design and analysis
and for modeling design intent and design knowledge for access and use throughout the life cycle
of a product Another example is the Apparel Design Research System, which is used to help
develop methods for product data exchange that are appropriate to the apparel industry [43]. (The
design project is funded in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the apparel
project is funded by the Defense Logistics Agency.)
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E. Mw NIST Natom IES TmauO

The NWST National PDES Testbed is a focus for plannin, coordination, and technical guw'Ince of
a national effort for STEP development and implemenatkaw The national effort consist of a
growing network of participating organiations of various typ

Located at the Natinal Institute of Standards and Technology, the Testbed is a publicly ccessible
facility where the STEP specifiction and STEP-reated tools can be modeled, analywd. prototyped,
implementd, and tested [44. Physically, the facility is cmiprised of labotarim comnputer
hardware and software systems, and tming toos. TW laboratos iclude unique labxoatoies such
as the Validation Testing System, as well as multipurpose laboratories such as the AMRF and the
Engineering Design Laboratory. Te Tested ia used and staffed by leading experts on PDES mues
from industry, academia, and government. It is currently staffed with the full-time equivalent of
approxdmately 20 scientists, engineers, and support personneL

The National PDES Testbt'- supports the goals of the IPO and ISO to establish an international
standard for product data sharing. TI Testbed was established at NIST in 1988 under U.S.
Department of Defews Computer-aided Acqution and Lostic Support (CALS) progam funding
Standards which support product data sharing ame recognied as a major building bklck in the CALS
program. Under CALS sponsonhiv, the National PDES Tembed is advancing the development of
product-sharing technolkgie. Tle staff of the Nationa POES Testbed are not only invokvod with
the ISO and IPO, but also actively participate in the technical activities of PDES, Inc.

The Testbed is also the conerstone of the Manufacturin Data Interface Standards Pwpam at
NI!ST The goal of this program a the development of national standards for a "paperess"
manufacturing and oistic support sstem.

The overall objective of the Testbed it

To povide tchncl eadmhp and a texig-based foundam for die rapW and

conWere de ~wap~ of Use STEP pecificati our

The major functions of the Testbed include:

Standardi validaton tea deopnent to ensure that the specifictions and underlying
information models meet the needs of product life cycle systems;

STEP applicafton prouing and interoperubility testing to provide test cases, tools for
generating test cases, and application experts who can critically evaluate the draft
specifications; to ensure that the specifications are sufficently integrated to guarantee
interoperability of different types of STEP applications: and to demonstrate the advantages
and suitability of STEP for use in industrial environments;

Product data exchange network integrao to provide a national network at government and
industry manufacturing sites and laboratories to share information and test cases; and
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Conflwauo managment to implement a configuration management system and establish
a central repository for documents and software generated by various organizations involved
in the S. 1P development procesL

1. Standards Validation and Conformance Testing

Validation testing is the process that enurm that STEP is usable and functionaL It confirms that
the standard is complete, unambiguous, and consistent. It determines that the standard meets the
needs of the user community. The results and recommendations generated by validation testing must
be fed back to the standards organizations for review and action. Staa lards committee members
may then amend the specifications, affected portions may be re-tested, and the specifications = be
approved as standards.

The emphasis on validation at the Testbed is on the development of computer-assisted tools for
testing and evaluating proposed application protocol specifications [281.

The validation process is evolving along with STEP itsl Technical challenges still remain, including
such issues as the degree of functionality that must be defined in an application protocol and that
must be achieved by application systems.

To support validation testing, the Testbed provides an integrated computing environmen.L In
addition, it acts as a repository for proof of the qualities that the STEP specification exhibits. This
proof, in the form of test results and real-world test product data, will help the standardization
process to proceed and will encourage implementations of information systems which use STEP.

The Validation Testing System within the Testbed is comprised of software that will: 1) automate
the evaluation of the computable qualities, such as whether or not the syntax of the specification
language was foiloked, and 2) assist validation teams with solving intuitive problems which are not
eaible to automate. The names of the major component modules of the validation testing system

are:

* Model Scoping and Construction Tool
* Test Definition Tool
* Test Case Data Generation Tool
* Test Case Execution and Evaluation Tool

Figure 13 illustrates the major validation testing tools and their functions.

Just as validation testing is essential to the development of STEP, conformance testing is esseatial
to its successful implementation. Conformance testing is the testing of a candidate product's
behavior and capabilities. The behavior and capabilities of the product must be those required by
the standard itself, and they must be exactly what is claimed by the manufacturer of the producL

Conformance testing helps to assure product conformity in implementations, clarifies the standard
itself for implementation, provides a feedback loop to the standards-making bodies for improvements
to the standard, and encourages commercial development by providing a baseline for commonality
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in all products. It does not guarantee that the product conforms to the standard, nor does it assure
that the product is of high quality or reliability.

The implementation of a conformance testing system and an independent testing program increases
the probability that diffent STEP implementtion will be able to interoperate. Figure 14 shows
the coufrmance testing program model

The National PDES Testbed will construct a conformance testing system [45. In cooperation with
others, the Testbed plans to develop test procedures and data that adhere to STEP application
protocols, specify the process which will be used for certifying compliance with the standard, and
define the procedure which will be used to approve and review the operations of testing hiboratories
The Testbed intends to help establish a conformance testing program at selected sites on the Product
Data Exchange NetworL

The standardization and acceptance of a confirmance testing methodology, as well as appropriate
test methods will allow producers to test their own products through a testing laboratory and will
lead to acceptance of test results from diffent testing laboratories.

2. Application Prototyping and Interoperability Testing

For application prototyping and interoperability testing, the Testbed includes a *STEP Production
CelL" The STEP Production Cell will demonstrate small batch manufacturing using STEP data [46].
It will be an integrated, automated manufacturing environment within the NIST AMRF whose
product specification data representation is based upon validated STEP data models. It will help
verify that the STEP standard is workable through production level testing. In cooperation with test
sites having similar capabilities, the STEP Production Cell will test and demonstrate how STEP
supports production operations occurring at different sites.

The STEP Production Cell will integrate basic STEP software tools, commercial databases, and
commercial manufacturing applications into a prototype small-scale manufacturing environment.
Within this environment, it will be possible to verify the performance of STEP under real-world
conditions and to demonstrate STEP-based manufacturing across different production sites.

The manufacturing data preparation subsystems of the STEP Production Cell are design, process
planning, and equipment programming. These subsystems are used to generate the information that
is required to control the manufacture and inspection of a part. STEP data is the primary
information shared by these subsystems.

Within the cell, the Machining Workstation is a 3-axis vertical milling machine, This computer-driven
machine tool can produce simple, prismatic parts. The computer programs that control this machine
tool are derived from the STEP data provided by the manufacturing data preparation subsystems.

The inspection workstation, a coordinate measuring machine, provides the facility for determining
whether machined parts are produced as specified. Based on measurements from the coordinate
measuring machine, analysis software determines whether dimensions of the machined part fall
within designed tolerances. As with the milling machine, the computer programs that control the
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meaurement process are derived from the STEP data provided by the manufacturing data
preparation subsystems

The data repository subsystem provides the storage nwchanisr for STEP data. The repository
provides a generic software interface to the data representations. The generic interface ails the
application subsystems to store and retrieve the desir STEP data without regard to the details of
its representation. The network communmcatis subsystem ties the other six subsystems together.

Figure 15 describes some of the major procemes and information contained within the STEP
Production Cell.

3. Product Data Exchange Network Integration

The Product Data FEcange Network will be a network of orp mzations and individuals dedicated
to support the specification, validation, prototyping, commercial development, and conversion to
STEP. The Network will help accelerate the realization of STEP and will help ensure that STEP
will function as intended in actual manufacturing environments [47].

The Network will consist of a broad spectrum of manufacturing facilities and research centen fiom
industry, academia, and government linked electronically via computer networks. The plan is to
begin with the AMRF-based experience in mechanical parts, then to expand into other areas
Eventually, the Network will include sites in various manufacturing domain, such as aerospace,
shipbuilding, apparel, sheet metal products, electrical products, and others. A goal of the Product
Data E=xang Network is to accelerate the transition of these facilities to STEP-based information
systems.

The National PDES Testbed will em as headquarters for the Product Data Exchange Network.
Because the Network and the CALS Test Network sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense
have similar objectives, the activities and results of these two programs will enhance and complement
each other.

Several of the network sites will serve as model facilities for developing STEP-based manufacturing
systems. Various Product Data Exchange Network sites will perform STEP validation activities based
upon specific capabilities available at that site. These activities may include testing or developing
STEP-based software applications, developing transition plans to implement STEP in manufacturing
environments, or producing actual products using STEP. Figure 16 depicts some of the activities
which may occur at Network sites.

4. Configuration Management

The National PDES Testbed provides configuration management systems and services for key
orgnizations participating in major PDES and STEP activities. The Testbed configuration
management system can be used to control access and distribution of documents and software. In
the future, product models and graphical representations will be included [48]. The functional
architecture of the system is shown in Figure 17.
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The core of the configuration management system is based upon a general set of common
requirements. Customized interfaces will be constructed which account for each organization's
internal prociesse and procedures.

F. IU Ekkaem of aa Einterpre bIut m Ftsuu rk

Concurrent engineering is an engineering approach that can help optimize the operations of a
manufacturing enterprise. Howver, the optimization is "localized" to the life cycle-design to
production to support-of the enterprise's product. Clearly, concurrent engineering is but one
dimension of a bigger idea. That bigger idea is the oiiai of al the etpvise's opetons,
bscluding plann& maken&t and finaca opevdoeu as wel as it transactw *os its suppliem
diWuibuwv and other bum paruem *Multi-enterprise concurrent engineering" is the term that
connotes the broader optimization. This broader optimization is based upon the integration of all
the operations within an enterprise and between an enterprise and its business partners.

The term for the standard architecture that would allow the integration of all activities of
manufacturing enterprises is "enterprise integration framework." Just as STEP implies a standard
means of representing information about a product as well as the infrastucture necessary to access
and contribute to that information in a heterogeneous computer environment,

Etepise lneWadon Fmmework includes the structure, methodologies, and standards to
accomplish the integration of all activities of an enterprise.

The key is the sharing of all kinds of information that allows for a concurrent approach not only to
engineering, but also to accounting, marketing, management, inventory control, payroll, and other
activitie that are vital to the functioning of an enterprie. Multi-enterprise concurrent engineering
through an enterprise integration framework is an approach that can both guide the iaefrao of an
enterprise's activities and prowde the sutAanlzed anirton and anmngenwnt for the integration
to occur.

Just as in the implementation of computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) [491, the major technical
challenge to an enterprise integrated framework is the design of the integrated system architecture.
Beginning with a system architecture, developing the methods to build the models, and then building
an integrated framework is the "top down" approach to the integration of all components of an
enterprie. A number of architectvics have been proposed for CIM [50], but enterprise integration
architectures have been studied only recently.

Because every company is unique in the way that it operates and because there are different laws
and cultures in different countries that affect how businesses operate, it is essential that an enterprise
integration framework be flex•ible and conceptually broad. This is the realm of enterprise modeling.
[511

Enterprise modeling is the abstract representation, description and definition of the structure,
processes, information, and resources of an identifiable business, government activity, or other large
entity. The goal of enterprise modeling is to achieve model-driven enterprise integration and
operation. Also important are modeling techniques for describing the logistic supply chains in an
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industry, including the business processes that occur among independent but closely cooperating
enterprises.

It is also essential that such a large undertaking as enterprise integration framework development
be carried out internationally. The consensus development of international standards for integrating
enterprises will help assure that the benefits of concurrent engineering approaches, as well as
opportunities for global economic competitiveness, are available to all enterprises.

Open Systems Architecture (OSA) is the description of those computing and networking systems that
are based on international and defacto public domain standards, rather than the proprietary systems
dominating the current business environment. The concept is to be able to create modular
information technology components, thus providing for a 'plug and play" ability to swap out both
hardware and software components among various vendor products. Complex products for OSA
require substantial investment and development time. Much of the OSA product planning is
precompetitive and linked to standards activities that require coordination.

In the U.S., a number of government agencies are initiating efforts to define and develop an
enterprise integration framework. These agencies include the Air Force (through the Wright
Research and Development Center's Manufacturing Technology Directorate), the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the CALS office under the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
and NIST. A major goal is a set of international standards that provide a framework upon which
commercial (and government funded) information technology related products could be produced
that will support multi-enterprise information systems for industrial applications.

The Air Force Enterprise Integration Framework Program is intended to provide a common
reference model for establishing research priorities, harmonizing standards development efforts, and
developing a strategy for coordinated investment by government and industry in automated
infrastructures. It is anticipated that an international consensus can be built for use of this
framework as the model for the development or implementation of international standards and for
integrating many types of applications and industries. The program is part of the U.S. effort to
cooperate internationally in a coordinated program to define, develop, and validate a conceptual
framework for inter- and intra-enterprise integration based on open systems principles and
international standards.

Within the European Strategic Program for Research on Information Technology (ESPRIT), a
government-industry European CIM Architecture (AMICE) consortium is working to develop a
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open Systems Architecture (CIM OSA) [501, [52].

In a sense, just as multi-enterprise concurrent engineering is the next step in the evolution of
manufacturing, the enterprise integration framework is the next step in the evolution of engineering
standards. As indicated in Figure 18, engineering education will have to evolve also. Perhaps
product data engineering will become as important as the traditional engineering specialties were
in the early part of this century.

A vision of the future manufacturing environment is shown in Figure 19. Independent enterprises
operating as suppliers, system integrators, merchants and customers are integrated by an information
framework into an effective system. Within each of these enterprises, the various product-related
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functions and product life cycle stages are integrated through the sharing of product data, although
each stage maintains its own view of the product. Based upon standards, the inter- and intra-
enterprise integration enables the practice of multi-enterprise concurrent engineering [53]. It is the
practice of multi-enterprise concurrent engineering through which the characteristics of world-class
products are achieved. These characteristics are short-time-to-market, low cost, high quality, and
high functionality.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The primary aim of any manufacturing enterprise is to deliver working products to customers. To
this could be added timeliness, cost effectiveness, quality, reliability, and other characteristics that
contribute to a competitive product and hence to profits. Nevertheless, the bottom line is simply
wor*ingproducts in the hands of satw-ie customes. Recently there has been increased recognition
that concurrent engineering, engineering design, manufacturing engineering practices, and data
exchange and interface standards are critical to international competitiveness [54] [55]. These
technologies, based upon information technology in general, are the means for providing to
customers high qualii.y and reliable products, as well as the support for those products, in a timely
and cost-effective manner.

Information technology will provide an integrated level of automation based upon standards and
frameworks. It will create a climate in industry in which enterprises can benefit from cooperation,
collaboration and interdependence, without sacrificing their individual independence, initiative, and
intellectual property rights. Information technology, by enabling such approaches as concurrent
engineering, will stimulate the necessary standardization and provide the economies of .scale that
would not be otherwise provided without drastic changes in the way businesses in the U.S. operate.

Concurrent engineering, based upon information technology, will initiate a new industrial revolution.
Certainly, the bottom line would still be working products in the hands of customer, but future
products are much more likely to be of higher quality and more reliable, state-of-the-art products
at prices that are much lower than they might have been if concurrent engineering were not used.

It is instructive to reflect on the mechanical drawing and the way it impacted the entire
manufacturing process in its era. Prior to the industrial revolution, manufacturing was defined by
a physical model of a product to be reproduced. For example, a worker would ensure that the
dimensions of the product to be produced corresponded to the model by using calipers to transfer
measurements from one to the other. This method reinforced the tradition that workers
manufactured complete but specific product types rather than generic components of products.

In 1801, Gaspard Mongc wrote "La Geometric Descriptive." It was the first treatise on modem
engineering drawings. It described the concept of projecting dimensioned geometric views of an
object onto three perpendicular planes. Since it included size and shape information, the mechanical
drawing became an objective standard of performance for workmanship and thus the need for a
model was eliminated.

The drawing enabled the practice of designing a product with interchangeable parts. A product
could be produced by contractors who could manufacture different components to be assembled.
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This capability led to the fragmentation of the manufacturing process that exists to this day.
Moreover, in today's industrial enterprises, the life cycle processes for a product are no longer even
performed by the same group of people. In fact, the procasies are distributed through a network
of factories.

The mechanical drawing concept has lasted for almost 200 yean. Although it is a method for
describing products, just as the physical model bad been, the mechanical drawing revolutionized the
manufacturing process itself. The drawing became 4:w output of the design phase of the process
and the input into the production phase. Drawings wer: converted into production process plans
which were converted into programs or procedures for all the manufacturing operations. Every step
of the manufacturing process has its own view of the product data. These dissimilar views make it
difficult to return to the designer evaluative or corrective knowledge about the different pocesses.

As we move into the twenty-first century, new manufacturing technologies are needed to improve
productivity and competitiveness. In our information and computer age. companies exchange and
share information across the country. This capability is needed for manufacturing today's complex
products such as automobiles, airplanes, ships, and buildinp.

Multi-enterprise concurrent engineering will require the ability to store and retrieve product data far
beyond the capability of the mechanical drawing. The replacement for the mechanical drawing that
will allow revolutionary new engineering technologies is product data sharing. This new capability
will make available to the designer knowledge about all other processes. It will process product data
through automated computer-based techniques that allow for shared access among the life cycle
processes in support of concurrent engineering. It will make available an integrated product data
model that allows access to multiple views of the product.

STEP, as well as other new product data, data exchange and interface standards and their supporting
technologies, must be implemented for this new product data sharing capability to be successful.
That is why concurrent engineering is impossible wid,.a sandan;i

The critical concept is this: standards for product data and data exchange are important because
they enable and facilitate an automated form of concurrent engineering that can be implemented
in a computerized environment. This automated, or computer-aided, concurrent engineering
provides a mechanism for multi.enterprise integration. As a result, the automated practice of
concurrent engineering among manufacturing enterprises, their customers and their suppliers,
including suppliers of technology as well as materials and components, would create a new kind of
multi-enterprise concurrent engineering. This kind of multi-enterprise concurrent engineering could
be achieved without the surrendering of historical forms of personal interactions currently practiced
by workers and managers.

Accordingly, an automated approach to multi-enterprise concurrent engineering could be especially
valuable in the commercial environment of the U.S. It could merge the many dynamic and
innovative, mostly small, entrepreneurial companies along with larger manufacturing enterprises into
an integrated and cooperative group

Yet although they would be iptegr,4•te in the way they contribute their talents to the life cycles of
products, participants in such diverse groups could remain individualistic and independent in the way
they operate and manage their businesses. Although participating companies would work in an
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integrated fashion, and enjoy the benefits of concurrent engineerin& their ability to retain their
individual freedoms would preserve for them the benefits asociate with the traditional strengths
of U.S. commercial and individual diversity.

In these ways, multi-enterprise concurrent engineering could match the historially successful styek
of entrepreneurial innovation in the U.S, with the competitive and economic demands of today's
global economy. The result could be the reemergence of U.S. manufacturing in world markets.
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Concurrent engineering involves the integration of people, systems and information into a responsive, efficient
system. Integration of computerized systems allows additional benefits: automatic knowiedge capture during
development and lifetime management of a product, and automatic exchange of that knowledge among different
computer systems. Critical enablers are product data standards and enterprise integration frameworks. A
pioneering assault on complex technical challenges is associated with the emerging international Standard for
The Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP). Surpassing in scope previous standards efforts, the goal is
complete, unambiguous, computer-readable definition of physical and functional characteristics of a product
throughout its lie cycle. U.S. government, industrial, and standards organizations are cooperating in a program,
Product Data Exchange using STEP (POES), to develop and Implement STEP in a shared-database environment
PDES will lead to higher, Integrated levels of automation based upon information standards and frameworks.
U.S. manufacturers will benefit from concurrent engineering without sacrificing strengths and traditions of
individuality, initiative, and intellectual property rightsL Concurrent engineering, through information technology
and standards, represents the power of a new industrial revolution. The role of the NIST National PDES Testbed,
technical leadership and testing-based foundation for the development of STEP, is described.

automated manufacturing; concurrent design; concurrent engineering; information standards;
information standards; manufacturing standards; PDES; product data engineering; product
data sharing; product data standards; STEP
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